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Abstract

Updating price tags in a large-scale market is a recurrent task, still

performed manually in most markets. Given that human-errors can

easily lead to customer complaints and accounting inaccuracies, the

ability to autonomously reconfigure price tags can be of significant

benefit. With the introduction of low-power display techniques such

as electronic-ink, applications of enabling electronic, wirelessly recon-

figurable price tags show potential for future deployment. In this dis-

sertation, we examine networking architectures that can be applied in

such scenarios. Through a series of preliminary pilot studies in an ac-

tual supermarket, we show that the performance of existing protocols

are not ready to overcome the unique challenges of busy market en-

vironments. We identify underlying technical challenges and propose

MarketNet, an asymmetric transmission power-based system designed

for densely populated, obstacle-rich, downwards traffic-oriented envi-

ronments. We evaluate MarketNet in a large indoor market visited

by 5000+ customers per day. Our results show that MarketNet ad-

dresses the challenges of the target application and environment, while
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achieving higher packet delivery performance with noticeably lower

radio duty-cycles than existing protocols such as RPL and LPL.

Keywords: price tag, Internet of Things, routing protocol, wireless

sensor network, low power and lossy network, IPv6
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Low-power embedded wireless sensor networking technologies, with

their ease of deployment and ubiquitous connectivity, have the po-

tential to empower a number of real-world applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

Many of these are designed around our everyday environments to sim-

plify routine tasks that are straightforward, repetitive, and both time-

and labor-intensive. Some applications are near commercialization,

and a number of systems have been developed using various wireless

technologies [6, 7].

On top of many useful applications, this dissertation focuses on

making urban markets smarter. Markets are prevalent everywhere

and take up a huge part of our everyday life. They provide a variety

of products and we frequently go there to get those products for our
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daily use. Thus, automating inefficient tasks in markets has potential

to improve quality of our lives.

Among many routine tasks that occur in markets, this disserta-

tion focuses on price tag reconfiguration, which is one of the most

straightforward, repetitive, and both time- and labor- intensive tasks.

Since the price has a significant effect on customers’ behaviors, it

changes frequently depending on their purchase pattern, inventory,

competitive markets’ behavior, and product freshness. For example,

our collaborators and a number of previous work indicate that for

items such as fresh grocery, on average, the prices change up to eight

times a day. Furthermore, in typical markets, there are several types

of prices such as membership, non-member, discount and buy one

get one free (BOGO). Given a large number of items carried in large-

sized markets, the management of these different types of time-varying

prices is prone to errors and requires significant labor. However, it is

still performed manually in most markets as in Figure 1.1, which not

only incurs labor cost, but also increases customer complaints due to

frequent human errors [6]. These problems motivate us to design an

electronic price tagging system which remotely reconfigures electronic

price tags (e-price tags) using low power wireless network.

With the development of low power display technologies such as

electronic ink, e-price tag system is being an interesting application

for low-power embedded systems. However, as a research community,

we are still far from understanding the real wireless channel character-
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Figure 1.1: An example of manual price tag updates by market staffs,
which is a labor-intensive and error-prone task.

istics in such human-active and obstacle-present environments. Fur-

thermore, while these e-price tags should be reconfigured wirelessly,

we still lack knowledge on how these environments challenge exist-

ing wireless networking protocols. For example, it is unclear (practi-

cally) whether the use of multi-hop networking benefits or harms the

application-level performance, or whether an alternate architecture

such as asymmetric transmission power-based networks is a better fit

in such scenarios. Thus, we investigate wireless link characteristics in

an urban crowded marketplace and design a wireless network archi-

tecture MarketNet to support the e-price tagging application in the

target environments.
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1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Wireless Price Tag Update System

Point-of-sale (POS) terminals, electronic cash registers, computers,

bar-code scanners, and many other products are being used today

to automate the retail business. However, one difficult-to-automate

process is ensuring that the prices shown on store shelves agree with

those displayed and registered at the checkout counter. In most su-

permarkets, paper price labels are still manually applied to shelves

and display areas. This process leaves much to be desired because

it is a costly, labor-intensive, error-prone operation. Thus, electronic

price tagging in large-sized markets has gained interest for several

years, and a number of systems have been developed around various

wireless networking technologies. Yu et al. [7] discusses the imple-

mentation of the Electronic Intelligent Tag (EIT) system on wireless

sensor networks for intelligent management of supermarkets. EIT is

an electronic display device that replaces the traditional paper price

tag. It also provides a way to distribute frequent and effective pro-

motional activities. Although the paper proposes an architecture and

design, it does not provide details of the implementation nor perfor-

mance evaluations. Furthermore the authors do not discuss wireless

communication challenges of the environment as we present in Chap-

ter 3. The work closest to ours is the electronic price label (EPL)

system [6], which provides a similar electronic replacement for paper
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labels. The EPL system features two-way communication between a

controller and electronic price labels to ensure price accuracy and re-

liability. The authors also measure wireless link performance in terms

of the received signal strength and link path loss in a real supermarket

environment. Nevertheless, the evaluation of EPL does not consider

variability of wireless link characteristics in real-world market envi-

ronments. They do not provide details on whether they have done

experiments in a real supermarket (and during business hours), and

they do not discuss the networking aspect nor the delivery perfor-

mance with respect to time (we run 10 hour experiments during day

and night) and burstiness in a crowded human-active environment.

1.2.2 Wireless Systems Community

In one of the earliest work on sensor network architectures, Estrin et

al. [8] motivate the need for application-specific multi-node aggrega-

tion architecture for wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Culler et al. [9]

describe SNA, a software architecture that describes the principles by

which mote software and services are arranged. They also define the

“narrow waist” of the architecture to be a translucent sensor proto-

col layer that exports neighbor management and a message pool on

top of which several network protocols can be built [10]. Tenet [11]

proposes a tiered architecture for embedded sensor networks which

constrains the placement of application functionality in the system.

Essentia [12] proposed “asymmetric function placement”, similar in

5



spirit with Tenet, as a guiding principle to architect sensor network

systems. The above works focus on the software architecture of how

the functionalities of the sensor network should be organized to over-

come the resource constraints of sensor nodes. Furthermore, they

do not consider in detail the communication and routing architec-

tures, application requirements specific to market environments, nor

real-world measurement of link characteristics in densely populated

obstacle-rich large market settings.

Research philosophy of wireless systems community has required

researchers to verify their systems’ performance through real deploy-

ment in the target environment. As results, wireless systems re-

searchers have explored various environments. Juang et al. attached

low power networking devices to zebras to monitor their behaviors

through a wireless network [13]. Mainwaring et al. deployed a WSN

in Great Duck Island for habitat monitoring [14]. Tolle et al. installed

a wireless sensing system in redwoods to measure air temperature, hu-

midity, and solar radiation [15]. Werner et al. designed and deployed

a volcano monitoring system which gathers seismic and acoustic wave

information using a WSN [16]. Kim et al designed a wireless sys-

tem for health monitoring of civil infrastructures and deployed it on

Golden Gate Bridge [17]. Ko et al. deployed a CTP-based WSN at

Johns Hopkins Hospital and showed that multi-hop WSNs can pro-

vide reasonable performance for monitoring statuses of patients [1].

However, the market environment still remains unexplored although

6



it is very close to our everyday lives.

A number of studies have investigated the performance of IPv6

routing protocol for low power and lossy network (RPL) [18] and

IEEE 802.15.4 in various network configurations. Ko et al. experi-

mentally evaluated the performance of RPL and 6LoWPAN [19] using

TinyOS [20] and showed that the performance is similar to the widely

used collection tree protocol (CTP) [21], the de facto data collection

protocol in TinyOS, while benefiting from an IPv6-based architecture.

They also evaluated the performance of ContikiRPL and TinyRPL

over uIPv6 and BLIP, respectively [22]. In wireless sensor networks

where Contiki and TinyOS are the popular underlying operating sys-

tems, they showed that the two embedded IP stack implementations

are interoperable but parameter selection and implementation details

can have significant effect on the performance of a network consisting

of both implementations. Kim et al. evaluated the performance of

TCP over RPL on a multi-hop low power network testbed [23]. These

works revealed that RPL’s downwards packet delivery performance

is less efficient than the upwards performance. Cisco designed and

deployed a field area network (FAN) for smart grids (CG-Mesh) [24],

which uses 6LoWPAN, RPL, and IPv6 on top of IEEE 802.15.4 to

provide end-to-end two-way communication to each smart metering

endpoint. This work verifies that RPL network are feasible in real ru-

ral areas and industry will invest RPL-based network solutions. How-

ever, it does not consider downward-centric traffic patterns.
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Kermajani et al. presented simulation results on the network con-

vergence process of RPL over IEEE 802.15.4 multi-hop networks and

investigated improvements and trade-offs [25]. Herberg et al. com-

pared the RPL protocol with LOAD (6LoWPAN Ad Hoc On-Demand

Distance Vector Routing) using NS-2 simulation [26]. They showed

that LOAD may incur less overhead than RPL if the traffic pattern

is bi-directional. Clausen et al. provided a critical evaluation of RPL

with respect to limitations and trade-offs, and proposed suggestions

for improvements [27]. As simulation studies, the results do not in-

corporate wireless channel characteristics of the real-world, densely

populated market environments.

RPL has drawn significant attention in the smart grid domain and

several works have studied the applicability and performance of RPL

in this context [28]. Ancillotti et al. presented an overview of the

role of RPL for smart grid communication and studied ContikiRPL

performance using Cooja simulation [29]. Wang et al. discussed the

use of RPL for AMI in smart grid and compared RPL with AODV

routing using NS-2 simulation [30]. Bressan et al. discussed the de-

ployment of a smart monitoring system using low power and lossy

networks (LLNs) and performed RPL simulations for a smart grid

scenario [31]. Although these works provide good overview of how

RPL is applicable to the smart grid, they are simulation studies and

do not provide evidence of protocol behavior on real devices. Gungor

et al. measured IEEE 802.15.4 link quality in real power grid envi-
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ronments and discussed associated opportunities and challenges [32].

However, their work was limited to the link layer and did not consider

the routing or application layer performance.

A number of studies revealed issues related to RPL and tried to

alleviate these problems. Ancillotti et al. proposed a cross-layering

design for RPL, which provides enhanced link estimation and efficient

management of neighbor tables [33]. They used AMI as a case study

and employed Cooja emulator to evaluate their proposal. The work

in [34] investigated the load balancing problem of RPL and revealed

that the performance of RPL severely degrades in a heavy traffic en-

vironment due to queue loss. To alleviate the issue, QU-RPL was

proposed, to allow each node to smartly use queue utilization in-

formation for its routing parent selection. Lee et al. investigated

interoperability problems between RPL and Bluetooth Low Energy

(BLE) [35] and alleviated the problems by designing an adaptation

layer between RPL and BLE [36]. They used a Broadcom chip for

BLE module and implemented the total package of RPL over BLE on

Rasberry Pi. Even though these works provided better upward routes,

they did not consider downward traffic delivery performance of RPL.

In the perspective of downward route management, Ko et al. showed

that RPL has a serious connectivity problem when two mode of op-

erations (MOPs) are mixed within a single network [37]. To address

this issue, the authors proposed DualMOP-RPL that supports nodes

with different MOPs to communicate gracefully in a single network
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while preserving the high bi-directional data delivery performance.

However, this work focused on addressing interoperability problems

between two MOPs, rather than finding better downward routes.

1.2.3 Wireless Network Community

Several studies in wireless network community considered asymmetric

(heterogeneous) capability among nodes. Ryu and Cho proposed a

new routing scheme which makes battery-powered mobile nodes not

transmit a packet through a multi-hop route but directly transmit it to

the root [38]. Given that the root covers all the nodes in the network

via a single hop by using very high transmission power, it directly

transmits the received packet to the destination node. DEAR [39]

enabled each mobile node to select whether to transmit data packet

through the root or a multi-hop route. Liu et al. identified that mobile

nodes’ transmissions suffer from the high-power root’s transmission.

To solve the problem, they designed DELAR [40, 41] which separates

the root’s transmissions from mobile nodes’ ones in the time domain

using a superframe structure. However, these work assumed that all

nodes do not have transmission power limit and directly communicate

with the root.

Some work proposed topology and transmission power control al-

gorithm which considers link asymmetry. Li and Hou proposed a

topology control algorithm under the assumption that each node ex-

ploits different transmission power [42]. Lin et al. designed each node
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to control its transmission power considering wireless network connec-

tivity [43]. Although these works considered link asymmetry among

nodes, they still constructed homogeneous networks in the routing

perspective. That is, they constructed multi-hop networks in which

bi-directional routes have the same hop distance, instead of creating

multi-hop upward and single hop downward connectivity.

CLSM [44] and LRPH [45] considered hop distance asymmetry,

which means that a low power node is connected to the root node

via multi-hop upward and single hop downward routes. They used

high power root’s transmissions only for broadcasting routing control

packets such as RREQ, rather than delivering data packets, to avoid

interference from the high power signal. Thus, these work focused on

how to eliminate data packet transmissions from the root node. In

contrast, we actively use high transmission power of the root node for

reliable data packet delivery.

Lastly, some studies such as MC [46] and TACP [47, 48] considered

using high power root’s transmission for data delivery. They include

the root’s high power capability in multi-hop route discovery, which

significantly reduces hop distance. However, since a low power node

which is distantly located from the root cannot send an acknowledg-

ment (ACK) packet to the root, it transmits the ACK in a multi-hop

manner. This results in significant transmission overhead.
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1.3 Contributions and Outline

In this dissertation, we incorporate real-world networking constraints

by taking a practical approach and design a prototype system for

wireless e-price tagging applications. Specifically, our design and

implementation addresses (1) delivery of downstream-focused traffic

through wireless network for e-price tag updates, (2) automatic re-

peat request (ARQ)-based reliability considerations with minimal op-

erational overhead, (3) low and fair energy consumption at price tag

nodes, and (4) IP compliant network architecture for interoperability

and usability.

We first investigate wireless link characteristics in an urban, crowded

large-scale indoor market place of dimension 90×60 meters which dis-

plays more than 10000 items and is visited by over 5000 customers

per day (Figure 1.2). From this preliminary pilot study we identify

that large crowded markets have external noise sources, active human

movements, and some market-specific activities that heavily impact

the link-level performance of wireless systems. Furthermore, we per-

form preliminary deployment of a prototype system, which comprises

the IETF standard IPv6 routing protocol for low-power and lossy net-

works (RPL) [18] and low power listening (LPL) protocol, using low-

power embedded networking platforms. We evaluate its performance

and reveal that pre-existing network protocols cannot overcome harsh

wireless channel in crowded markets.
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Figure 1.2: Our experimental market environment: a crowded indoor
market with a size of 90×60 meters, >10k types of items, and >5000
customers per day.

With these findings, we design MarketNet, a system to address

such unique challenges of a busy market. Our design follows an asym-

metric transmission power network architecture in which a basestation

node can reach individual e-price tags via single hop (using high-power

transmission), while the e-price tags transmit data to the basestation

over multiple hop links (using low-power radios). We then evaluate

MarketNet in two different real-world environments. First, we con-

struct a 30-node indoor testbed to validate our proposed system ar-

chitecture. Following initial validation, we move to the target market
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environment to confirm that real-world channel conditions are effec-

tively mitigated by MarketNet. We also use RPL-based network for

benchmark comparison. From these deployments and experimental

evaluations, our results show that MarketNet adapts well to real-world

wireless channels, significantly improves reliability, and maintains a

radio duty-cycle of about half of RPL-based network in most cases.

Specifically, the contributions of this dissertation are four-fold.

• First, we introduce application-level requirements and technical

challenges in designing an e-price-tag system for indoor markets,

collected from a series of interviews with store managers.

• Second, we investigate wireless link characteristics and empiri-

cally measure the performance of current de-facto IPv6 standard

network protocol in a real-world crowded indoor market place.

From this preliminary study, we identify unique wireless chal-

lenges and performance issues in market environments.

• Third, with the application requirements and real-world chal-

lenges at the basis, we design MarketNet for wireless e-price

tagging in large crowded market environments. Our Market-

Net includes a set of key ideas as follows: (1) an asymmet-

ric transmission power-based network (APN) which comprises

single hop downlink transmission by using a high transmission

power root and multi-hop uplink transmission by using RPL and

low power nodes, (2) local retransmission by neighbor nodes, (3)
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a network-wide superframe architecture, and (4) uplink period

partitioning.

• Lastly, we validate the performance of MarketNet under var-

ious environments including a large, real-world indoor market

with 10000+ items and 5000+ customer base. Our results show

that APN-based tagging performs well under real-world channel

conditions.

This dissertation is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we intro-

duce the concept of price representation, our application scenario for

e-price tagging, and its requirements. Next, Chapter 3 presents results

from our preliminary study to better understand wireless channel en-

vironments of crowded markets and identify practical design issues.

We also perform our initial pilot deployment of a wireless price tag-

ging system in an indoor market using an existing network protocol.

Chapter 4 introduces our initial design for e-price tag system, Mar-

ketNet1.0, and extensively evaluates performance using mathematical

analysis, computer simulation, testbed experiments, and real mar-

ket deployment. From the experience of MarketNet1.0, we identify

additional challenges that we need to overcome to fulfill application

requirements. Chapter 5 introduces an advanced design MarketNet2.0

which alleviates problems of MarketNet1.0. We also extensively eval-

uate its performance using testbed experiments and real market de-

ployment, which shows that MarketNet2.0 successfully addresses envi-
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ronmental challenges and provides acceptable performance to support

e-price tagging application. Lastly, we conclude the work with a sum-

mary and further research direction in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Target Application:

Wireless and Remote

Update of e-Price Tags

This chapter motivates the electronic price tagging application and

describes its requirements.

2.1 Price Representation

For shoppers, price representations are simply responses to their ques-

tions, ‘How much is it?’ [49]. Defined more formally, price representa-

tions are the various ways in which prices are made available to mar-

ket participants or renderings of prices generated and disseminated

by market actors [50]. Sellers produce and post price representations
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in order to make prices available to potential buyers whereas buyers

and third parties offer them in order to make price comparisons or

track price changes. Particularly in the retail context, the practice of

producing price representations can be complex and ambiguous due

to a few reasons [50]. First, prices change over time because of their

strong signaling effects. Second, retailers strategically use different

prices of the same good to affect their sales. Third, the method to

represent prices determines the representing efforts.

While innovations in retail services span a broad spectrum of ini-

tiatives [51], innovations in price promotions that involve both pro-

cess and technology can create values (specifically, increase revenue

and profit) by providing considerable purchase opportunities to target

customers or shoppers effectively through both offline and online [52].

Recently, some marketers have employed dynamic pricing models that

update prices frequently by using data from online and offline pur-

chases or company enterprise resource planning systems to set prices

based on changing supply or demand characteristics [53]. For exam-

ple, retailers drop prices when the user base is below a target level,

and increase prices when the user base is above the target [54]. They

can also adjust their prices based on the prices of their competitors.

Particularly, time-based pricing allows retailers to adjust prices ac-

cording to how long a product has been on the market or the time of

day. They may increase the demand for an older product by marking

it down [54, 55].
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Although dynamic pricing can improve profit in an ideal case,

when applied to real-world markets, it causes some side effects which

may decrease profit. First, represented prices can be different from

real ones due to human errors, which incurs considerable customer

complaints and profit loss. Second, frequent reconfiguration of price

tags in large scale markets requires significant labor cost. To confirm

this burden, we conducted interviews with market managers and they

indicated that price updates happen frequently. Prices are updated

with respect to the products’ freshness (e.g., meat, bread, produce)

or due to real-time pricing of competing markets. Furthermore, they

also indicated that, currently, price updating occurs manually and

customer complaints due to incorrect prices are one of the major chal-

lenges in large-scale markets. Given such practical operational burden

in large-scale marketplaces, an electronic system that automates the

price updating process can benefit the market and improve the quality

of service for the customers.

2.2 Application Scenario

Our target application, a wireless system for remotely updating e-

price tags, aims to automate the price tag reconfiguration procedure

for large and crowded market environment as pictured in Figure 1.2

by using low power and low cost wireless embedded system technolo-

gies. Specifically, this electronic price-tagging system targets to max-
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Figure 2.1: Application scenario for our wirelessly reconfigurable e-
price tagging system, consisting of a wireless-enabled central server
and end devices such as price tags and shopping carts.

imize profit by reducing labor cost and customer complaints as well

as motivating customers to purchase more products. Consisting of a

low power embedded computing unit accompanied with a low power

wireless radio and a low power display module (e.g., electronic-ink),

e-price tags are capable of displaying the prices for a specific prod-

uct, while receiving real-time updates on price changes from a central

server computer.

On a comprehensive system-level perspective, an e-price tag sys-

tem will consist of many electronic tags deployed at the shelves where

the items are stored. Each e-price tag is connected with the cen-

tral server through wireless networks, which allows them to remotely

exchange information each other.

We illustrate the functionalities of e-price tag system using a dia-
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gram in Figure 2.1. Upon changes in the prices, with respect to the

market management policies, the central server, which is controlled

by the retailer, will send updated price information to assure that the

displayed prices will always present up-to-date information. Given fre-

quent price updates in large-scale retail stores, this automation can

greatly reduce labor cost which has been paid for redundant man-

ual price updates. Furthermore, on a management perspective, this

change reduces the chances of man-made errors and delayed updates,

which naturally leads to a reduction in profit loss at markets due to

customer complaints.

In addition to price updates, we can envision that these tags may

also have the capability to track the quantity of items remaining on

the shelves (e.g., using weight or infrared ray sensors). Using the

wireless radios from which the tags receive updates, such additional

information can be periodically sent to the central computer so that

market managers can keep track of stock in real-time. With this

inventory monitoring service, market staffs do not have to go around

the whole markets to check the status of each single item, which results

in labor cost reduction. Moreover, they can restock each product

before it runs out, which prevents customers giving up purchase of

products due to lack of inventory and provides additional profit.

The same wireless infrastructure, once available, can easily extend

to other intra-market applications. As an example, with wirelessly

controllable display units on shopping carts, the retailer may provide
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advertisements for the shoppers when they show interest in products

that are located in a specific area or when discounts and promotion

occur, which motivates them to move and purchase. Wireless infras-

tructure can deliver the advertising information farther than voice

announcement.

2.3 System Requirements

For this target application, our work began with a series of interviews

with market managers where we gathered a set of application level

requirements as below.

• Downstream-focused Traffic: For e-price tagging, a majority

of the traffic will be price updates that occur several times a day,

along with promotional information updates for shopping carts from

a central server. Most of the upstream traffic from tags to the server

are acknowledgments and rack status updates. Overall, bottlenecks

are more likely to arise in the downstream direction. Since most

wireless sensing systems, which have been designed and deployed,

target to support monitoring applications which generate upstream-

focused traffic, this requirement is quite new and not trivial.

• Mass-scale and Real-time Price / Status Updates: For up-

dating price tags, multiple products may require reconfiguration,

or the promotion information on many carts may require simul-

taneous updates. Therefore, the system should effectively support
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mass-scale updates, specifically at least 100 products per minute, as

indicated by market managers (and also in previous work [6]). Fur-

thermore, managers requested that the system makes price updates

within 10 seconds after updating the server.

• Data Reliability: Market managers selected reliability of product

price updates as the highest priority system requirement. A system

for e-price tagging should assure that the prices are reliably updated

with minimal transmission overhead by successfully overcoming en-

vironmental challenges. Reliability of the wireless system should

be at least higher than that of manual updates and able to address

the ill-defined problem of price presentations. Since a marketplace

is a human-dense environment in many situations, this naturally

complicates the wireless environment. Resolving such issues not

only requires careful system deployments (e.g., locations of where

each device is installed), but also improvements at the functionality

level, in other words, wireless protocols.

• Low Labor Costs: A price-reconfiguring system in a market

should be robust and also be easily deployable by market staff.

For this, a full wireless system (without the need for power cable

extensions) is needed. This suggests that the devices in the markets

should make use of battery-based power for their operations. Fur-

thermore, given that battery replacement is another source of labor

cost, the devices are required to consume low energy to prolong
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battery lifetime.

• Wireless Nodes with Low Cost and Low Energy Consump-

tion: While wireless communications such as LTE modems are

widely used, they suffer from high energy usage and cost issues. A

more affordable and sustainable approach would be using radios in

the industrial scientific medical (ISM) band, such as WiFi. But,

again, even for WiFi chipsets, achieving low energy is a significant

challenge. The wireless module used in our application should be

cheap, maintain a long battery lifetime, and minimize the deploy-

ment and management costs. While the root node’s energy con-

sumption is less of an issue, for the system to be practically useful,

the lifetime of the e-price tags’ and shopping carts’ radio modules

should last for >3 months1. For energy efficiency, an e-ink-based

display is preferred over LCD, and radio duty-cycling is a must.

• Usability: Our system should be designed so that it is easy for

the market staffs to utilize and manage. Given that markets typ-

ically have network managers who are familiar with IP protocols,

underlying wireless network of our system needs to be IP compliant.

1While a 3 month deployment may seem short for a low power embedded node
(considering systems deployed in outdoor environments), our surveys show that
this is within tolerable range for the market managing staff. Achieving a longer
lifetime would be beneficial, but, we surveyed the staff for a minimum lifetime that
the they could tolerate given the hardware constraints of our system. Note that,
the sales items on the shelves need to be re-stocked manually by employees several
times a day. Therefore, replacing a pair of AA batteries every 3 months adds only
minimal extra labor. Thus, this is still a several orders-of-magnitude improvement
to current practice with paper tags.
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Chapter 3

Preliminary Study in

Urban Crowded Markets

3.1 Introduction

As a first step to design a wireless system for market environment,

while satisfying the application requirements, we performed a prelim-

inary study to understand the wireless environment in real market

environments. Research philosophy of wireless systems community

has required researchers, who want to design a system in an unex-

plored environment, to verify their systems’ performance through real

deployment in the target environment. As results, wireless systems re-

searchers have explored various environments such as island, wildlife,

volcano, woods, brid nest, bridges, hospitals, and rural areas as in Fig-

ure 3.1 [1, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 24]. However, the market environment
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Figure 3.1: Various environments that have been explored by wireless
systems researchers. From the upperleft, island, wildlife, volcano, bird
nest, woods, bridges, hospitals, and rural areas.

still remains unexplored although it is very close to our everyday lives.

In this chapter, we experimentally investigate wireless link char-

acteristics in an urban market environment. This measurement study

reveals that urban crowded markets incur considerable path loss due

to obstacles such as walls, products, and metal shelves. Furthermore,

they have significant link dynamics due to not only general human

activities such as movements and WiFi usage, but also some market-

specific activities such as item refilling events and microwave oven

usage. Next, we deploy a representative multi-hop network protocol

in the marketplace and investigate whether it can fulfill our appli-

cation requirements or not. Our performance evaluation shows that

existing multi-hop network protocols are not suitable to support our

e-price tag application. Overall, the preliminary pilot study in this

chapter motivates us to design a new wireless system for remotely
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Figure 3.2: Link testing environment.

reconfiguring e-price tags.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 we

investigate link characteristics in an urban crowded market environ-

ment. We evaluate performance of a pre-existing multi-hop network

protocol in Section 3.3 and summarize our results in Section 3.4.

3.2 Wireless Channel Characteristics

To understand the wireless conditions in our target environment, we

first performed a study to investigate channel environments in var-

ious dimensions. For this, we set up a testing environment as in

Figure 3.2(a). We install three receivers with a single transmitter
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Figure 3.3: Low power node for measuring wireless link characteristics
in markets.

broadcasting packets of 72 bytes (MAC payload) at an inter-packet

interval (IPI) of 50 msec with 0 dBm transmission power. As depicted

in Figure 3.3, each node is a TelosB-clone device [56] which combines

MSP430 microcontroller [57] with TI CC2420 transceiver [58] and has

an antenna gain of 5 dB. Furthermore, it has a Rasberry Pi to record

real-time log messages and an external battery for long term measure-

ment. We select the receivers’ locations so that we capture various

aspects of the market including active human movements, RF propa-

gation over metal shelves and long-distance communications. Unless

specified, we take our measurements on IEEE 802.15.4 channel 26,

which, in the U.S., is free from WiFi. For reference, we conducted

another line-of-sight (LOS) experiment, where each link has the same

distance as the market, but in a different environment (i.e., play-

ground in a campus) as in Figure 3.2(b).

Figure 3.4 presents various link-performance metrics from this ex-
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(a) Per-link PRR (b) PRR CDF of link 2

(c) RSSI CDF of link 2 (d) LQI CDF of link 2

Figure 3.4: Link characteristics of our indoor market environment for
channel 26. Packet delivery performance degrades due to the effect of
metal shelves and human activities during the day-time.

periment. First, Figure 3.4(a) presents the per-link packet recep-

tion ratio (PRR) both for the day-time (noon-10PM) and night-time

(11PM-9AM). The performance of wireless links measured in the mar-

ket differs significantly when compared with the LOS cases, which

validates that various factors in a market environment can indeed

complicate the wireless environment. Specifically, the fact that PRR

of market night-time cases is lower than that of LOS cases reveals

that walls, products, and metal shelves carrying items in the market

make it an obstacle-rich environment and degrade wireless perfor-
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mance even without human activities. Moreover, by comparing the

day- and night-time cases within the market, we can see that the ma-

jority of the performance degradation comes from human activities

throughout the day-time.

To understand the impact of human activities further, we analyze

the characteristics of link 2 in detail, where the receiver is located at

one of the most crowded areas in the market. Figures 3.4(b), 3.4(c)

and 3.4(d) plot the cumulative density function (CDF) of the per-

minute PRR, received signal strength indicator (RSSI) and link qual-

ity indicator (LQI) of link 2 for LOS, day- and night-times. These

figures show that all performance metrics in the market are signifi-

cantly worse than the LOS case: suggesting that an urban market

introduces a challenging wireless environment. Furthermore, combin-

ing Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) shows that, not only is the average PRR

for the day-time simply lower than the night-time, the per-minute

PRR for the day-time is widely spread from 0% to 100%. The fact

that per-minute PRR during the night is mostly >95% serves as ev-

idence that day-time human activities not only degrades the average

packet delivery performance, but also gives heavy impact on the link’s

dynamics. Other metrics such as RSSI and LQI show a similar trend,

in which the values are much more dynamic during the day-time.

It is meaningful to point out that the average RSSI shown in Fig-

ure 3.4(c) is higher during the day- than the night-time despite its low

PRR . We explain this using Figure 3.5, where we plot the channel
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(a) Day Channel 17 (b) Day Channel 26

(c) Night Channel 17 (d) Night Channel 26

Figure 3.5: 1 kHz RSSI sampling traces. The country we test in
(South Korea) allows for WiFi traffic on channel 26, causing noise
spikes during the day.

noise in the market sampled at 1 kHz. Notice here that there is a sub-

stantial amount of noise on channel 26, comparable enough to channel

17, which actively interferes with WiFi traffic. After some investiga-

tion, we identified that there was a significant amount of WiFi traffic

on channel 26 as well, which is authorized in South Korea, where our

experiments were conducted. Therefore, active WiFi on channel 26

caused the day-time background noise levels to increase. While many

sensor networking protocols utilize RSSI as an easy-to-gather, low-

complexity, and robust networking metric [59], our results imply that
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using RSSI in our target environment is not a good design choice in

selecting high quality links.

Figures 3.6(a) through 3.6(d) plot the per-minute average RSSI

and noise floor levels of links 1 and 2 for 10 hours during the day-

and night-times, respectively. From these figures, we can see similar

phenomena as well. The long term measurement plots provide us with

a longitude perspective of the short-term noise sampling presented in

Figure 3.5. Moreover, we can observe that per-minute average RSSI

continuously fluctuates during the day-time, which may come from

general human activities such as movements and WiFi usage.

Furthermore, we make another interesting observation which can-

not be caused by such general human activities. Both links 1 and

2 experience a sudden and dramatic decrease in RSSI at the same

time (between 2PM and 3PM) and link 1 experiences another sud-

den drop between 3PM and 4PM. Once the RSSI level dropped, this

lower RSSI was continuously maintained throughout the day. To get

the reason of this phenomenon, we kept watching the shelves where

we deployed the nodes, and observed that a market staff refilled the

item on the shelf where the transmitter is deployed, between 2PM

and 3PM, as in Figure 3.7. Thus, we can confirm that the refilling

event (i.e., water bottles) on the shelves at which the transmitter was

located incurs sudden RSSI drop for both links 1 and 2 simultane-

ously. From this observation, we can infer that the reason why only

link 1 experiences another sudden RSSI drop is that another refilling
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(a) Daytime RSSI/Noise of link 2 (b) Daytime RSSI/Noise of link 1

(c) Nighttime RSSI/Noise of link 2 (d) Nighttime RSSI/Noise of link 1

(e) Daytime PRR/LQI of link 2 (f) Daytime PRR/LQI of link 1

(g) Nighttime PRR/LQI of link 2 (h) Nighttime PRR/LQI of link 1

Figure 3.6: Characteristics of links 1 and 2 over time for channel 26.
General human activities and some market-specific activities cause
links to fluctuate on both short and long term perspectives.
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Figure 3.7: An event of refilling items on a shelf, performed by a
market staff. Some market-specific activities can change wireless en-
vironment and cause long term fluctuation on link quality.

event occurred on the shelf at which the receiver node 1 was located,

between 3PM and 4PM. We can conclude that our target environ-

ment introduces many man-made hard-to-predict challenges (similar

to those reported in [60, 61]), which are unique to the indoor market

environment, causing the wireless links to fluctuate on both short-

and long-term perspectives.

Figures 3.6(e) through 3.6(h) plot the per-minute PRR and per-

minute average LQI of links 1 and 2 for 10 hours during the day- and

night-times, respectively. These figures show that this same artifact

impacted the LQI and PRR performances as well. Additionally, we

can observe that PRR of link 2 degraded after link 2 experiences the
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Figure 3.8: 1 kHz RSSI sampling on channel 26, performed near a mi-
crowave oven. Microwave oven is another major factor of link quality
fluctuation.

RSSI drop (between 2PM and 3PM), but PRR of link 1 degraded after

link 1 experiences two RSSI drops (between 3PM and 4PM). Given

that link 1 has shorter distance than link 2, we can confirm that

the combination of different distances, general human activities, and

market-specific activities further complicates wireless environment.

Another market-specific activity is handing out food samples. Mi-

crowave ovens, which are well known wireless interferers in 2.4 GHz

ISM band [62], are frequently used to provide samples of cooked food

at several points in the targeted market. To confirm the impact of

microwave ovens, we use Figure 3.8, which plots the 1 kHz noise sam-

pling traces for when a near-by microwave oven is active in the market.

We noticed that the microwave oven also heavily impacts the wireless

link characteristics.

Lastly, we examine the packet loss patterns of link 2 by analyz-

ing the conditional packet delivery function (CPDF) in Figure 3.9.

The CPDF (introduced in [63]) corresponds to the probability of a
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packet being successfully received after n consecutive failures or suc-

cesses. Negative numbers represent consecutive successes, while posi-

tive numbers represent consecutive failures. For example, CPDF (20)

is the probability of a successful delivery after 20 consecutive failures

on the link. Likewise, CPDF (−20) is the probability of a successful

reception after 20 consecutive successful receptions. Therefore, the

CPDF is a good measure of link burtiness and the channel coherence

time.

Figures 3.9(a) through 3.9(g) sequentially plot the per-hour CPDF

of link 2 from 3PM to 10PM, after the refilling event occurred at the

rack near the transmitter between 2PM and 3PM. We can first notice

from the non-uniformity of the CPDF plots that links in the market

environment are heavily bursty. Furthermore, since the length of the

CPDF’s negative (e.g, left) tail represents the maximum number of

consecutive successes (or maximum time duration of good link qual-

ity, when combined with IPI), we can see here that the link burstiness

varies over time. We conjecture that this was an impact of human

movement activities, and to validate this we present the correlation

between the negative tail length (i.e., maximum consecutive successes

per hour) and human movements (manually collected on the link be-

tween the transmitter and receiver node 2) in Figure 3.9(h). Here we

validate the fact that the positive burstiness decreases with an increas-

ing number of customers, naturally suggesting that human activities

impact the link burstiness.
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(a) 3∼4PM (b) 4∼5PM

(c) 5∼6PM (d) 6∼7PM

(e) 7∼8PM (f) 8∼9PM

(g) 9∼10PM (h) Correlation between human popula-
tion and CPDF

Figure 3.9: Per hour conditional packet delivery function (CPDF) for
different hours during the day, along with the negative tail (or left tail)
lengths’ correlation with human population. The negative tail length
(i.e., positive burstiness) decreases with the number of customers.
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3.3 Performance of Pre-existing Protocols

From the results in Section 3.2, our next question is, “Can pre-existing

multi-hop network protocols overcome such link dynamics in the mar-

ket environment?” To answer this question, we deployed a prototype

system using an existing network protocol in an urban crowded market

and evaluated its performance. Specifically, we exploit RPL [18] and

low power listening (LPL) protocols to fulfill the two of application re-

quirements; low energy consumption and IP compliant network. RPL

is IPv6 standard routing protocol for low power and lossy network

(LLN) and LPL is the default link layer protocol in TinyOS. We first

decribe the operations of RPL and LPL, and then, present the results

from performance evaluation of RPL and LPL in an urban crowded

marketplace.

3.3.1 RPL Operation

In this subsection we describe TinyRPL, i.e., the default RPL im-

plementation in TinyOS 2.1.2 (latest), which implements the RPL

standard [18] with OF0 along with the hop count metric for rank

calculation and the ETX for parent selection.

RPL broadcasts the routing information using DODAG informa-

tion object (DIO) messages which are transmitted based on the Trick-

leTimer [64] to achieve a balance between control overhead and fast

recovery. To this end, the TrickleT imer doubles the broadcast period
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after every DIO transmission and re-initializes it to a minimum value

when route inconsistency is detected. Furthermore, RANK is defined

and used by the OF to represent the routing distance from a node to

the LBR, and link and node metrics are used for RANK calculation

and parent selection.

TinyRPL with OF0 uses hop count for RANK calculation, and

together with ETX for parent selection. Specifically, RANK of node

k is defined as

RANK (k) = h (k) + 1 (3.1)

where h(k) is the hop count between node k and the LBR. That is,

RANK(LBR) = 1, and RANK (k) = ∞ before node k joins the

network. Node k broadcasts DIO messages containing RANK(k).

ETX (k, pk) measured by node k is a link quality indicator between

node k and its parent candidate pk, and is defined as

ETX (k, pk) =
# of total transmissions from k to pk

# of successful transmissions from k to pk
. (3.2)

RPL smoothes the ETX using an exponentially weighted moving av-

erage (EWMA) filter, making it robust to sudden changes in link

condition.

Each node recognizes its neighbor nodes by DIO messages received

from them. Node k generates its parent candidate set Pk from its
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neighbor set Nk as

Pk = {nk ∈ Nk |h (nk) < h (k) , ETX (k, nk) < δ} (3.3)

where δ is a threshold to remove neighbors which are connected through

unreliable links.

Each node performs parent selection process when its informa-

tion on parent candidates has been changed. Node k selects its best

alternative parent P̂k as

P̂k = arg min
pk∈Pk

{R (pk)} (3.4)

where R(pk) is a routing metric given as

R (pk) = RANK (pk) + ETX (k, pk) . (3.5)

Then, it changes its parent node from the current parent Pk to the

best alternative P̂k if

R
(
P̂k

)
< R (Pk)− σ (3.6)

where σ is a stability bound to mitigate unnecessary and inefficient

parent changes, which is set to 0.5 by default. This is a hysteresis

component (similar to MRHOF) of TinyRPL, and we refer to it as

the stability condition.
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RPL constructs downward routes simply as the reverse of upward

ones. In RPL, each node sends a destination advertisement object

(DAO) message towards the root periodically1 and also when its up-

stream route has changed. TinyRPL implements the storing mode of

RPL, and thus each node sets up a downstream route to the DAO

sender and adds it to the routing table whenever receiving a DAO

message.

We rectify a problem is in downward routing of TinyRPL. In RPL,

each entry in the downstream routing table is removed when no DAO

is received from the destination of the entry for a certain timeout pe-

riod (20 minutes by default). To this end, TinyRPL uses a timeout

counter called RemoveTimer for each downstream route entry. How-

ever, it does not reinitialize RemoveTimer of each entry even when

a corresponding DAO message is received. Thus, a new downstream

route entry has a fixed lifetime, and a node suffers from the absence of

a downstream route between the timeout removal and the reception of

next DAO message. We were alerted to this problem in experiments

by observing very poor downstream delivery performance. We fixed

the problem by re-initializing RemoveTimer at every reception of an

updated DAO message. The experiments and measurement results

reported below were obtained after correcting the problem in order to

focus our work on the high-level characteristics of RPL rather than

its current implementation.

1Depending on the implementation, it can be pseudo-periodic. The RPL stan-
dard RFC6550 does not mandate the transmission timing of DAO messages.
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Figure 3.10: An example of BoX-MAC-2 operation. BoX-MAC-2
achieves asynchronous packet delivery by exploiting periodic wakeup
at the receiver and repetitive packet transmission at the sender, incur-
ring a trade-off between a sender and a receiver in energy consumption
according to the sleep interval.

3.3.2 LPL Operation

This subsection describe the LPL operation based on BoX-MAC-

2 [65], which is the default link layer protocol of TinyOS and is widely

used in various LLN systems [66, 67]. Figure 3.10 illustrates an ex-

ample of the asynchronous BoX-MAC-2 operations. Here, each node

periodically wakes up and checks for the channel sensing period on

whether the channel is busy or not. At this point, if the node identi-

fies no traffic on the channel, it goes back to sleep. In case there are

activities on the wireless channel, the node confirms if the packet is

intended to itself, and if so, receives that packet, sends an ACK and

goes back to sleep to continue its periodic wakeup process.

A node with a packet to send performs channel sensing after a

random backoff tbo (0 ≤ tbo ≤ tbo,max). If the channel is busy, it

accesses the channel again after waiting for an extended backoff time.
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If the channel is free, it repeats the process of random backoff and

packet transmissions continuously until an ACK is received. In other

words, the data packet is repetitively transmitted during a full sleep

interval.

Therefore, the channel sensing period of the receiver should be

longer than or equal to the maximum interval between repetitive

packet transmissions at the sender (i.e., (tack + tbo,max) where tack

is the ACK length) in order to allow the receiver to detect whether

the channel has an ongoing transmission or not.

In Figure 3.10, the receiver node receives and acknowledges the

packet in the second sleep period. As we can see in the “neighbor

of receiver” case in Figure 3.10, when a node starts listening to the

wireless channel in the middle of a transmission, it continues to turn

on its radio until the next repetitive transmission begins. As a result,

the maximum idle listening period becomes (tpacket + tack + tbo,max),

where tpacket is the length of data packet.

This repetitive transmission of a sender and the periodic wakeup of

a receiver lead to a successful packet delivery without synchronization.

If the sender fails to receive an ACK, it retries to transmit the packet

up to a maximum number of ntx times2

BoX-MAC-2 has a trade-off relation between a sender and a re-

ceiver in energy consumption based on the sleep interval. As the

sleep interval increases, the sender consumes more energy due to the

2One packet retransmission comprises multiple repetitive transmissions during
a single sleep interval.
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Figure 3.11: Topology map of our 30 node market environment with
a snapshot of RPL routes.

increase in the number of repetitive packet transmissions, while the re-

ceiver consumes less energy owing to the reduced frequency in channel

sensing.

3.3.3 Performance of RPL over LPL

To evaluate the performance of RPL over LPL, we configured a testing

environment in the market as in Figure 3.11. We deployed 30 low-

power nodes representing reprogrammable price tags, and one bases-

tation (root) node at a single floor market with an area of 90m×60m.

We point out that the goal of this performance evaluation is to con-

firm whether the representative low-power multi-hop network pro-

tocol (RPL on top of LPL) performs well in real environments, in

terms of reliable downstream traffic delivery and energy consumption,

when supporting downward-focused traffic. To this end, we consider
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a downward traffic-focused scenario where the interval of packet gen-

eration (IP packets with 20 byte payload) to and from each node

are 90 and 450 seconds, respectively. Given our topology, from the

basestation’s perspective, this corresponds to sending one downwards

packet every three seconds, and receiving one upwards packet every

15 seconds. For low-power nodes, we use the same device as in the

link measurement study with transmission power of -15 dBm, which

allows RPL to produce a 4-hop network in our topology. We set the

sleep interval of underlying LPL as 2 seconds. We performed the

experiments for 10 hours during the day-time (from 11AM to 9PM).

Figures 3.12(a) and 3.12(b) plot PRR performance of RPL over

LPL both for uplink and downlink. Figure 3.12(a) shows that while

the uplink performance of RPL is satisfying, the downlink perfor-

mance is not reliable and almost always lower than uplink perfor-

mance. Furthermore, downlink performance fluctuates more over time

than uplink performance, which shows that RPLs downlink is weak

for link dynamics in market environments. Figure 3.12(b) shows that,

for almost all nodes, downlink PRR is worse than uplink PRR. Addi-

tionally, RPL’s downlink suffers from severe PRR unfairness among

nodes. Given that this low and unfair downlink PRR is the result of

10 maximum retransmission efforts at link layer, we can confirm that

RPL cannot provide reliable downlink performance when delivering

downward-centric traffic in urban market environments. For our ap-

plication scenarios with electronic and wireless price updates, this can
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Figure 3.12: Packet delivery performance of RPL over LPL, both for
uplink and downlink.

be a critical issue that must be addressed.

Ironically, RPL was designed to support an LLN which has link

dynamics, which is contradicted by our results. After deeper investiga-

tions on the reasons for the downwards traffics high loss rate, we were

able to identify that RPL was designed to better optimize to deliver

upward-centric traffic patterns. As aforementioned in Section 3.3.1,

in RPL, only children nodes can initiate route changes. RPL allows

them to estimate link quality based on upward traffic delivery and op-
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Figure 3.13: Duty cycle performance of RPL over LPL.

timize their upward routes using this link quality information. Thus,

when delivering downward-focused traffic (i.e., sparse upward traffic),

RPL updates link quality slowly and loses many packets due to slow

route recovery in dynamic market environments.

Figures 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) plot duty cycle performance of RPL

over LPL both for uplink and downlink. Figure 3.13(a) shows that

RPL over LPL experiences some level of duty cycle fluctuation over

time. More importantly, Figure 3.13(b) reveals that its duty cycle

performance is severely unfair among nodes. Specifically, the worst
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node (node 11) consumes about 8 times more energy than the best

node (node 28). Given that energy fairness is a quite important per-

formance metric since human intervention interval (i.e., labor cost)

is directly related to when the first dead node occurs, this unfairness

can be a significant problem when supporting our target application.

This unfair energy consumption could be inevitable in multi-hop

networks since nodes near the root have to relay more packets. How-

ever, we observed from Figure 3.11 that this unfairness is not natural

but problematic. It shows that node 11 has 15 subtree nodes which

are half of the all nodes, which forces it to suffer excessive relay burden

and consume much larger energy than other nodes. In fact, RPL has

load balancing problem [34] since it allows each child node to select

its parent node considering hop distance and link quality rather than

traffic load. Thus, we may improve energy fairness by better protocol

design.

3.4 Summary

Based on the observations in the previous section, we summarize

unique technical challenges of the market environment as below:

• Human Movements and Market Activity: Human activity is

one of the main reasons for link dynamics during the day. Specif-

ically, the impact of human movements prevents the links from

making successful transmissions for long durations. Furthermore,
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the impact of typical market activity, such as the use of the mi-

crowave oven, causes market’s link conditions to continuously fluc-

tuate. These issues create the need for a robust networking layer.

• Metal racks and items: Metal racks and their items impact the

link characteristics in two ways. First, they become an obstacle for

RF signals. Second, the item stock status cause long term fluctua-

tion on the link quality.

• Noise Statistics: Unlike the U.S., our market environment is not

free from WiFi interference even on IEEE 802.15.4 channel 26. The

interference problem is difficult to overcome by simply identifying

alternative routes since the impact of other radios is prevalent in

most cases.

Furthermore, we experimentally verify that RPL over LPL can-

not provide reliability nor fair energy consumption when supporting

downward-focused traffic in such dynamic and challenging wireless

link environments. While providing end-to-end IP connectivity, RPL

turned out to be a less suitable protocol for applications with more

downwards traffic than upwards (e.g., e-price tag updates, from the

markets server PC to individual low-power price tags). Based on these

findings, the rest of this dissertation presents our MarketNet design

and verifies its performance in crowded markets.
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Chapter 4

MarketNet 1.0:

Asymmetric Transmission

Power-based Network

4.1 Introduction

Over the past decade, various wireless sensing systems have been de-

signed, and one of the common choices in system design was to use a

homogeneous radio module for all the nodes in the network. By do-

ing so, wireless links could be considered to have “close to” symmet-

ric performance. This symmetry enables researchers to easily apply

techniques developed for various mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs)

in the research domain of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). Fur-

thermore, this symmetric property helped develop various low-power
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multi-hop routing protocols that operate under limited wireless ca-

pacity and energy for data delivery from sensor nodes to gateways

that are typically distantly located.

Examples of such low-power multi-hop routing protocols include

the collection tree protocol (CTP) [21] and the routing protocol for low

power and lossy networks (RPL) [18, 68], which are widely applied in

sensor network deployments [1, 69]. These protocols mostly focus on

serving uplink traffic where data reporting takes up a major portion.

While downlink traffic is considered in protocols such as RPL, the

efficiency is usually dependent on the uplink quality, since the reverse

of uplink paths are used as the downlink paths.

However, as wireless sensing system applications become diverse,

their traffic types also start to vary. Considering various applica-

tion services, simply exploiting symmetric wireless links may not be

considered a good design choice. For example, our e-price tag appli-

cation mostly generates downward traffic (e.g., from the gateway to

sensor nodes), managing multi-hop routes at each node in dynamic

wireless environments will result in a significant amount of control

overhead. Moreover, multi-hop routing protocols naturally require

each node to have a designated memory space to store and manage

these routes [27]. Most importantly, as shown in Chapter 3, multi-hop

network protocols cannot achieve reliable downward packet delivery

in dynamic market environments.

In this chapter, we address such inefficiencies in multi-hop routing
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protocols for applications with high emphasis on downward traffic,

and propose an asymmetric transmission power network (APN). In

the APN, a gateway node with a high power radio maintains sin-

gle hop connectivity to many low-powered nodes which are deployed

distantly for application-specific purposes. The gateway node is typ-

ically connected to a power source and takes the role in distributing

information to the low power nodes.

Nevertheless, in order to ensure reliable packet delivery in APNs,

a low powered destination node needs to send an acknowledgment

(ACK) packets toward the gateway for each received packet in a multi-

hop manner. This action of multi-hop ACK transmissions incurs se-

vere uplink traffic and high energy consumption. As a way of achieving

both reliable and energy efficient packet delivery with the single-hop

downlink connectivity, we propose MarketNet1.0 [70], which exploits

the single-hop downward transmission capability of the gateway, lo-

cal ACK exchange between the destination and its neighbors, and

neighbor forwarding to ensure best effort packet delivery.

In MarketNet1.0, the destination node is not required to send ACK

packets to the gateway directly. Instead, MarketNet1.0 achieves relia-

bility by allowing the destination and its neighbors to exchange ACK

packets locally, and then the neighbors forward any missing packets

opportunistically upon detecting a transmission failure. As a result,

each low-power node transmits an ACK packet toward its neighbors

upon a successful packet reception destined for itself, and keeps track
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of neighbor-initiated ACK packets by overhearing the wireless chan-

nel. When a transmission failure for a node is detected (e.g., lack

of ACK packet), neighbors participate in local retransmission after

taking random backoffs.

In our testbed experiments, MarketNet1.0 successfully achieves

99.4% downwards packet reception ratio (PRR) in dynamic wireless

environments. While this PRR is only a 4% increase over the RPL

routing protocol, MarketNet1.0 reduces the relative transmission over-

head by more than 50%, leading to a lower radio duty cycle. Fur-

thermore, our experimental results show that the performance of the

“worst-case” node is significantly improved with MarketNet1.0; im-

plying that the fairness among nodes in the network can be achieved

to provide high quality networking services for the longest duration

possible.

The contributions of this work are three-fold:

• We consider applications which mainly generate downward traf-

fic and quantify limitations of existing multi-hop routing proto-

cols in delivering downward traffic.

• We design an APN system architecture where a gateway node

uses a high power radio in communicating with many low power

sensor nodes that are deployed over a wide geographical region.

To ensure highly reliable and energy efficient packet delivery,

we propose MarketNet1.0 where the gateway delivers packets to
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sensor nodes via single-hop transmissions.

• Through mathematical analysis, simulations, and indoor testbed

experiments, we evaluate MarketNet1.0 against existing multi-

hop routing protocols extensively, considering various channel

and traffic conditions. By exploiting high transmission power of

the gateway, MarketNet1.0 can lower transmission overhead of

other low power nodes by 50%.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2 we

introduce the concept of APN. We describe MarketNet1.0 design in

Section 4.3 and provide its analytical evaluations in Section 4.4. Sec-

tion 4.5 shows our simulation results, Section 4.6 presents the results

obtained from the indoor testbed implementation, and Section 4.7

presents the performance in an urban marketplace. We summarize

with a discussion of our results in Section 4.8.

4.2 Applicability of Asymmetric Transmission

Power Networks

Before discussing the details of MarketNet1.0, we start with intro-

ducing the APN architecture. This work targets at a specific APN

architecture where the gateway node uses high-power transmissions

and energy-limited sensor nodes operate with low-power constraints.

While the hardware configuration of a sensor node is simple, the het-
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erogeneity between the gateway and common sensor nodes requires

changes in the protocol design.

Assume that PL (d) represents the path loss of a channel as a

function of the distance d between a sender and a receiver. Let us

denote the transmission power at the gateway and the received power

at a receiver as P and pr, respectively. Then, we have

pr =
P

PL (d)
. (4.1)

Representing the bit error rate (BER) according to the received signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) γ as BER (γ), we can express the packet error

rate PER as

PER (γ) = 1− (1−BER (γ))B (4.2)

where B is the packet size in bits, γ = pr/n0, and n0 is the mag-

nitude of noise. Denoting a given PER requirement and minimum

received power required to meet the receiver sensitivity as eth and

pr,th, respectively, we have PER (γth) = eth where γth = pr,th/n0.

We use high transmission power for an LLN, which mainly con-

siders low power communications. This requires checking whether

low-power transceivers, widely used in LLNs (e.g., CC2420 [58]), can

accept high-power packet transmissions without receiver malfunction-

ing caused by power saturation. Let us denote the receiver saturation

power as psat which indicates that the receiver malfunctions when its
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receiving power is greater than psat (i.e., receiver saturation). Then,

the condition for the receiver to decode a packet from the gateway

successfully satisfies

pr,th ≤ pr ≤ psat. (4.3)

We define the feasible transmission distance Rfs and the transmission

range Rtx as

Rfs = min {d |pr ≤ psat } , (4.4)

Rtx = max {d |pr ≥ pr,th } . (4.5)

Figure 4.1 illustrates Rfs and Rtx according to the transmission

power P . In this example, we assume that psat=10dBm following the

datasheet of CC2420 [58]. The values of eth = 0.1 and pr,th=-87dBm

have been confirmed through extensive experiments using CC2420 [71,

72]. In addition, we assume that PL(d) follows the indoor path loss

model of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [73] given by

PL (d) =

104.02+2 log(d), for d ≤ 8

105.85+3.3 log(d/8), otherwise.
(4.6)

We consider transmission power in the range from 0 dBm to 30 dBm

in accordance with the maximum transmission power of CC2420 [58]
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Figure 4.1: Enabling factor for an APN.

and the FCC regulations for the 2.4 GHz band [74].

Figure 4.1(a) shows that the feasible distance is negligibly small

since it is shorter than 10 cm even when the maximum transmission

power is applied. Figure 4.1(b) shows that the transmission range of

the gateway which uses the Wi-Fi transmission power of 17 dBm [75]

(i.e., ∼191 meters) is 3.3 times longer than that of a low power node

(i.e., ∼58 meters).
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These results confirm that high-power transmissions at the gate-

way can connect a wide area via single hop, while not power satu-

rating the bandwidth for low-power transceivers. Overall, this result

validates the applicability of APNs in low-power LLN deployments.

We emphasize that, although this physical feasibility check does not

guarantee the usefulness of APNs in practice, it is necessary to have

a solid motivation before designing an APN-based protocol.

While the concept of APN is not new, design of an effective net-

work architecture and performance evaluations in this work introduce

new challenges when compared to traditional single or multi-hop net-

works. Next we introduce our MarketNet1.0, which aims to provide

an efficient best-effort packet delivery for APN architectures.

4.3 MarketNet1.0 System Design

4.3.1 Design Overview

We design MarketNet1.0 considering application requirements as de-

picted in Figure 4.2. First of all, we exploit APN architecture to well

support downward-centric traffic pattern. Thus, our approach to de-

liver downward-focused traffic is not to improve downward routing

but eliminate it. Given that the root node is typically a wall-powered

device and free from energy constraint, we allow the root node to

use much higher transmission power than e-price tag nodes and cover

the whole area in a single hop. To achieve more reliable downward
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Figure 4.2: Design elements of MarketNet1.0.

packet delivery in dynamic market environments, MarketNet1.0 in-

cludes neighbor forwarding mechanism which provide local retrans-

mission when the high power root transmissions are failed. Further-

more, we exploit LPL [65] and low transmission power for e-price tags

to maintain low-power profile. Lastly, we provide multi-hop uplink

transmission based on RPL [18] to provide bidirectional end-to-end

IP connectivity.

In MarketNet1.0, each node (except the gateway) is responsible

for the local ACK, neighbor forwarding, and forwarding contention

mitigation processes. In a multi-hop environment with a high-power

transmitting gateway, an ACK from a low-power destination node is

typically unable to reach the gateway directly over single-hop trans-

mission due to the physical distance. The problem is that without

ACK reception, the gateway cannot confirm whether the packet was
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delivered successfully.

It can be the case that the destination node transmits ACKs to

the gateway over multiple hops. However, this can take a long time to

reach the gateway and incur significant traffic overhead when issued

for all data packets. To address this issue while maintianing a low

networking overhead, we propose to use local-ACKs, which confirm

packet delivery using the help of neighbors nears the destination. For

local-ACKs, the destination’s neighbors overhear the downlink packet

transmissions from the gateway and also the (single-hop transmitted)

ACK from the destination node if the packet is successfully delivered.

If a transmission failure occurs and an ACK cannot be overheard from

the destination node, these neighbors who overhear the data packet

from the gateway retransmit the packet for the destination node. To

minimize the contention from this retransmission process as well, if

a neighbor node realizes that a different neighbor already retransmit-

ted the data packet (again from overhearing), the retransmission is

suppressed.

Through such a procedure, the gateway can deliver packets to

destinations reliably despite failures in direct downlink transmissions.

As a result of local-ACKs, MarketNet1.0 prevents the network from

making multi-hop downwards transmissions (with a high-power root)

and also prevents ACK packets from traveling over multiple upward

hops to reach the gateway.
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4.3.2 Neighbor Forwarding over LPL

The core design of MarketNet1.0 is to enable neighbor forwarding

over LPL. This section presents the design of neighbor forwarding

mechanism design in detail. Since we described LPL characteristics

in Chapter 3, we omit it in this chapter.

Gateway’s Direct Transmissions

We aim to achieve reliable downward packet transmissions by allowing

a destination’s neighbor nodes (rather than the gateway) to confirm

the packet delivery by receiving ACK packets from the destination

node. However, LPL cannot support ACK exchange between the

destination and its neighbor nodes since each node has no knowledge

of when its neighbor nodes will be awake (or asleep). To alleviate the

problem, we design a new transmission mechanism for the gateway,

allowing nodes to wake up simultaneously and exchange local ACKs.

We describe the operation of our high transmission power gate-

way using Figures 4.3 and 4.4 which show examples of a gateway’s

successful direct transmission and neighbor forwarding, respectively.

The gateway node “0” transmits a packet to the destination with a

high transmission power. To allow the randomly waking up destina-

tion node to receive the packet, the gateway repetitively transmits

the same packet for the entire sleep interval. Of course, due to the

asymmetric nature of APNs, the gateway does not expect to receive

an ACK from the destination.
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Figure 4.3: An example of direct transmission in MarketNet1.0. A
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ward packet to increase network reliability. To mitigate contention,
each potential forwarding node suppresses forwarding when detecting
an ongoing forwarding process of the same packet by another node.

To support local ACK exchange, the gateway includes a time index

s for each repetitive transmission for the same packet. The index s

represents the time interval between the start of current repetitive

transmission to the end of the full repetitive transmission batch. To

set s, we use a timer designed to manage repetitive transmissions

in LPL. This timer runs for the sleep interval tsleep. The repetitive

transmission process starts with the timer and ends when it expires.

For each repetitive transmission, the gateway sets the index s as the
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currently remaining time for the timer to stop, and inserts s into the

packet header. The last repetitive packet transmission has s = 0. To

minimize the idle listening period of a sensor node, the gateway does

not use a random backoff between two repetitive packet transmissions

(i.e., tbo = 0).

Local ACK Exchange

Due to the use of time index s in the packet header from the gate-

way, the destination node can decide to exchange local ACKs with

its neighbor nodes as follows. When the destination wakes up and

receives a packet, it first checks the packet’s destination address. If

the node is the packet’s destination (node 1 in Figures 4.3 and 4.4),

the node checks whether s = 0 (i.e., the end of the gateway’s repeti-

tive packet transmission process). If s > 0, the destination sleeps to

save energy and wakes up when s = 0 is expected. The sleep interval

here t′sleep(s) is obtained by the interval between the end time of the

current packet transmission duration and the start time of the last

packet to be transmitted (i.e., s = 0)1. This sleep interval can be

represented as,

t′sleep(s) = s− tpacket. (4.7)

Upon receiving the s = 0 packet, the destination broadcasts an

1A small guard time is added in real-implementations due to practical issues
such as clock drift and per-node processing delays [76].
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ACK for its neighbors to overhear. Thus, the main difference between

our proposal and the baseline LPL is that the destination waits until

it receives the latest of the sender’s repetitive transmissions before

issuing an ACK packet2.

If, in the case, a node is not the packet’s intended destination,

the node checks whether the destination of the packet is one of its

neighbors. If so, the node operates identically as the destination node

up to the point when it receives packet s = 0. Once receiving the last

packet, the node listens to the channel to overhear the ACK from the

destination and goes to sleep once receiving the ACK (nodes 2 and 3

in Figure 4.3).

In the case, in which the node is neither the destination nor one

of the destination’s neighbors, the node sleeps its radio for the entire

sleep interval (e.g., nodes 4-6 in Figure 4.3). Therefore, these nodes

conserve their energy in the mean time.

Neighbor Forwarding

As we show in Figure 4.4, when the destination fails to receive the last

packet transmission from the gateway, neighbor nodes detect trans-

mission failure via a missing local ACK, and try to forward the re-

ceived packet. The neighbor forwarding procedure is the same as a

2With the sequence number, we can allows the destination and its neighbors
to simultaneously wake up for receiving packet s = 0 and stay awake until the
exchange of an ACK. We can also configure the destination to send an ACK when
receiving the first packet with s > 0, which allows neighbor nodes who receives
this ACK (early) to go to sleep mode as a way of conserving power.
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Figure 4.4: An example of neighbor forwarding in MarketNet1.0. A
forwarder node can opportunistically retransmit an overheard down-
ward packet to increase network reliability. To mitigate contention,
the (potential) forwarder node suppresses forwarding when detecting
an ongoing forwarding process of the same packet by another node.

normal transmission of our baseline link layer protocol. That is, a

neighbor node forwards the packet repetitively using a random back-

off mechanism, but without using the time index s. From this, the

destination node realizes that the packet is a “forwarded packet” from

one of its neighbors. Once received at the final destination, an ACK

exchange takes place. When failing to receive ACK from the destina-

tion (for the neighbor forwarded packet), the forwarder node retrans-

mits the packet for a maximum number of ntx times, resulting in a
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best-effort approach.

If multiple neighbors attempt packet forwarding simultaneously,

a contention issue occurs [77]. To resolve this, a forwarding node

carrier senses for ongoing transmissions before attempting the packet

forwarding. Once a neighbor realizes that a different node has already

started a packet forwarding attempt (e.g., via overhearing before its

transmissions), the node suppresses its message transmissions under

the assumption that the other node (already occupying the channel)

will perform its best effort in delivering the message. This simple

forwarding suppression scheme mitigates a large portion of contention

that can occur in the neighbor forwarding phase.

4.4 Mathematical Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyze the performance of MarketNet1.0 when de-

livering downward traffic, with respect to the packet reception ratio,

latency, and power consumption. Consider a network of Ntot nodes

that are randomly distributed over a given area and ready to receive

downward packets from the gateway which is located at the center.

Assume that each node has transmission range r and average number

of neighbor nodes Nne within the transmission range. We also assume

that each node can receive packets transmitted from another node

within r and suffers from PER e (≤ eth). For mathematical tractabil-

ity, we assume that each node, including the gateway, transmits a
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packet without contention, collision, and queuing delay. Thus the

analysis is for light traffic conditions with the general case addressed

in the experimental performance evaluation.

In MarketNet1.0, a node does not know when the gateway starts its

transmission, so we assume the time index s of the packet transmitted

from the gateway is uniformly randomly distributed between 0 and

tsleep, in the perspective of each node. The probability that the first

received packet is the last one (i.e., s = 0) becomes small as the sleep

interval increases. This means that, in a low duty-cycle network, the

destination and its neighbor nodes are likely to receive two repetitive

packet transmissions from the gateway before local ACK exchange.

As a point of reference, we consider an ideal multi-hop down-

link protocol (MHDP). In MHDP, the gateway is assumed to know a

downward (multi-hop) route with minimum hop to each sensor node

without running route discovery. Since MHDP is assumed to have

no control overhead, it achieves the best performance compared to

conventional multi-hop routing protocols. We compare MarketNet1.0

against this optimal MHDP.

4.4.1 Packet Reception Ratio

Let dhop(k) be the hop distance between the gateway and node k when

the gateway uses low power, which is given by dhop(k) = d(k)/r where

d(k) is the distance between the gateway and node k.

Assuming that ntx is the maximum allowed number of retransmis-
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sions, the packet reception ratio (PRR) over one hop transmission,

PRRone, is given by PRRone = 1− entx . Then the PRR at node k in

MHDP becomes

PRRMHDP (k) = PRR
dhop(k)
one (4.8)

which shows that PRRMHDP (k) exponentially decreases with dhop (k).

Unlike MHDP, all the nodes in MarketNet1.0 are within one hop

from the gateway. Thus the PRR in MarketNet1.0 is the same for all

the nodes which is given by

PRRMNet−v1 = PRRdirect + PRRindirect. (4.9)

PRRdirect is the probability that a packet from the gateway is deliv-

ered in one hop transmission, i.e., PRRdirect = 1 − e. PRRindirect

represents the probability that the packet is indirectly delivered. In-

direct packet delivery happens when the destination failed to receive

the gateway’s transmission but at least one of its neighbors success-

fully overheard two repetitive packet transmissions from the gateway.

Hence its probability is 1−(1−(1−e)2)Nne . By mitigating forwarding

contention, a forwarding neighbor accesses the medium and transmits

the packet to the destination successfully with probability PRRone.

Thus PRRindirect can be written as

PRRindirect = e

(
1−

(
1− (1− e)2

)Nne
)
PRRone. (4.10)
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Obviously, indirect transmission significantly enhances reliability when

Nne is large. In a fully connected network, each node has at least one

neighbor node which implies

PRRindirect ≥ e (1− e)2 (1− entx) . (4.11)

This shows that MarketNet1.0 can achieve reliable packet delivery

with high probability through local ACK exchange and neighbor for-

warding without the gateway’s confirmation.

4.4.2 Latency

A successful packet transmission incurs average latency tsleep/2 to

receive an ACK successfully which increases by tsleep whenever a re-

transmission happens. If a packet is delivered after having j transmis-

sions, the latency is given as tsleep(j−0.5). Since the probability that

a packet is transmitted j times for successful delivery is (1 − e)ej−1,

the average latency for each hop is given as

Lone =

tsleep(1− e)
ntx∑
j=1

(
j − 1

2

)
ej−1

PRRone
. (4.12)

For packet delivery from the gateway to node k in MHDP, average

latency becomes

LMHDP (k) = dhop (k)Lone. (4.13)
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Notice that LMHDP (k) linearly increases with dhop(k) and tsleep.

In MarketNet1.0, the latency is the same for all the nodes. That

is,

LMNet−v1 =
PRRdirectLdirect + PRRindirectLindirect

PRRMNet−v1
. (4.14)

Here Ldirect is the latency when the destination node succeeds in re-

ceiving the direct transmission, denoted as Ldirect = tsleep/2, and

Lindirect is the latency from the destination receiving the packet via

neighbor forwarding. Furthermore, Lindirect = Lone + tsleep, where

Lone is the forwarding latency. We can notice here that LMNet−v1 lin-

early increases with tsleep. In addition, with a high PRRdirect, Mar-

ketNet1.0 will result in low latency, given that a lower PRRindirect

can be expected and Ldirect < Lindirect due to the smaller number of

transmission attempts.

4.4.3 Power Consumption

We analyze the basic characteristics of the baseline protocol first,

followed by the power consumption performance of MHDP and Mar-

ketNet1.0.

Basic Protocol Analysis

Assume that ptx, prx, pcs, and pidle represent the required power for

transmission, reception, channel sensing, and backoff time (or idle
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time), respectively. Each node in LPL periodically wakes up and

consumes energy εcs for channel sensing which is

εcs = pcs (tack + tbo,max) . (4.15)

The total power consumption for checking the wireless medium, pcs,tot,

is given as

pcs,tot =
Ntotεcs
tsleep

. (4.16)

pcs,tot represents the basic power consumption with no packet trans-

mission or reception.

A node that has a packet to send performs channel sensing first

which consumes εcs. The number of repetitive transmissions for suc-

cessful and erroneous transmissions, ntx,s and ntx,f , are given by

ntx,s =

⌈
tsleep

2 (tpacket + tack + tbo,max/2)

⌉
, (4.17)

ntx,f =

⌈
tsleep

tpacket + tack + tbo,max/2

⌉
(4.18)

where dxe is the smallest integer not less than x. The energy consump-

tions for successful and erroneous packet transmissions, εtx,s and εtx,f ,
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are given by

εtx,s = εcs + ntx,sεtx, (4.19)

εtx,f = εcs + ntx,fεtx. (4.20)

εtx is the energy consumption for each (repetitive) transmission which

is given by

εtx =
pidletbo,max

2
+ ptxtpacket + prxtack, (4.21)

since each (repetitive) transmission period comprises random backoff,

packet transmission, and ACK reception. Ignoring the collision fac-

tor, we obtain the total energy consumed for a one hop transmission

(including retransmission) as

εtx,one = (1− e)
ntx−1∑
i=0

(
εtx,s + iεtx,f

)
ei + ntxεtx,fe

ntx . (4.22)

εtx,one increases with tsleep like εtx,s and εtx,f .

We now consider the power consumption of a receiver. When a

receiver wakes up and performs channel sensing while the channel has

an ongoing transmission, it can detect packet transmission but cannot

decode it. Thus, its idle listening should last until the next repetitive
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transmission begins. This results in the average time for idle listening

tlisten =
(tpacket + tack) (tbo,max + tpacket/2 + tack/2)

tbo,max + tpacket + tack
. (4.23)

The total energy consumed until the receiver finishes its one hop re-

ception is

εrx,one = ptxtack (1− entx) (4.24)

+prx (tpacket + tlisten)

{
(1− e)

ntx∑
i=1

iei−1 + ntxe
ntx

}
.

If a sender transmits a packet, its neighbor nodes overhear it.

Since a successful packet transmission lasts for the period of
tsleep

2 on

average, each neighbor of the sender can overhear the packet with

probability 0.5. For an errorneous packet transmission, all the neigh-

bors can overhear it. Thus the energy consumptions required for

overhearing successful and erroneous packet transmissions, denoted

as εoh,s and εoh,f , can be given as

εoh,s =
prxNne(tpacket + tlisten)

2
, (4.25)

εoh,f = prxNne(tpacket + tlisten). (4.26)

The total energy consumption for overhearing a one-hop transmission
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becomes

εoh,one = (1− e)
ntx−1∑
i=0

(εoh,s + iεoh,f ) ei + ntxεoh,fe
ntx . (4.27)

MHDP Analysis

For MHDP, when a gateway transmits a packet to node k, Nhop(k)

senders and Nhop(k) receivers are involved in packet delivery. We will

ignore the energy consumption of the gateway since it is assumed to

be connected to the power supply. Then the total energy consumption

for (Nhop(k)−1) senders andNhop(k) receivers, denoted as EtxMHDP (k)

and ErxMHDP (k), can be expressed as

EtxMHDP (k) = εtx,one

Nhop(k)−1∑
i=1

(1− entx)i, (4.28)

ErxMHDP (k) = εrx,one

Nhop(k)−1∑
i=0

(1− entx)i. (4.29)

Each node within the sender’s transmission range overhears the packet

transmission by incurring more energy consumption. The total energy

consumption for overhearing a one-hop transmission while the gate-

way transmits a packet toward node k becomes

EohMHDP (k) = εoh,one

Nhop(k)−1∑
i=0

(1− entx)i. (4.30)
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Obviously, EtxMHDP (k), ErxMHDP (k), and EohMHDP (k) increase with

Nhop(k) since the number of relaying nodes increases. Nodes near the

gateway consume more energy than those far from the gateway due

to heavy burden imposed by relaying.

Let us denote the packet inter arrival time as tint, and assume

that the gateway generates packets toward each destination randomly.

Then, the total power consumed by all the nodes becomes

PMHDP (4.31)

= pcs,tot +
1

tintNtot

Ntot∑
k=1

(
EtxMHDP (k) + ErxMHDP (k) + EohMHDP (k)

)
.

εtx,one in EtxMHDP (k) increases, pcs,tot decreases with tsleep, and the

weight for εtx,one increases with the network size. Thus the MHDP

is not appropriate for supporting low duty cycled large scale LLNs

efficiently.

MarketNet1.0 Analysis

In MarketNet1.0, the energy consumption of all non-gateway nodes are

the same given that they are within single-hop range of the gateway

and have equal chances for transmissions, receptions, and overhearings

in the long term.

For each packet transmission from the gateway, while all nodes

in the network overhear the packet, only neighbors of the destination

node try to forward the overheard packets and only one of them fi-
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nally participates in the packet delivery as a forwarder node (i.e., the

neighbor of the destination occupying the channel first for packet for-

warding). The total energy consumption for a complete transmission

follows

EtxMNet−v1 (4.32)

=
(

1− (1− e)2
)

(
1−

(
1− (1− e)2

)Nne
)
εtx,one+(

(1− e)2Nne − 1
)(

pidletbo,max

2 + εcs

)
 .

The first term in brackets represents the energy consumption at the

forwarding node that occupies the medium first, and similarly the

second term are the other neighbor nodes, which initially try to par-

ticipate in local retransmission but suppress its packets after detecting

an ongoing transmission attempt. While the latter do not transmit

packets, they consume energy from random backoff and channel sens-

ing until packet forwarding is detected.

Since the gateway exploits no backoff between repetitive transmis-

sions, the mean idle listening period at each node becomes tpacket/2. If

a destination receives a packet whose time index s is larger than 0, it

sleeps again until the gateway transmits the packet with s = 0. The

total energy consumption for a packet reception at the destination
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becomes

ErxMNet−v1 =
3prxtpacket

2
+ (1− e) prxtpacket + (1− e)2ptxtack(4.33)

+
(

1− (1− e)2
)(

1−
(

1− (1− e)2
)Nne

)
εrx,one.

The first, second, and third terms come from direct packet receptions

at the destination, and the last term results from the packet reception

through neighbor forwarding.

In MarketNet1.0, all nodes overhear the gateway’s transmission

first, and then, only the destination’s neighbors continue sensing to

confirm packet delivery. Therefore, we obtain the total energy con-

sumption for overhearing as

EohMNet−v1 =
3prxtpacketNtot

2
+ (1− e)Nneprx (tpacket + tack) (4.34)

+
(

1− (1− e)2
)(

1−
(

1− (1− e)2
)Nne

)
εoh,one.

The first term here represents the energy consumption of all the nodes

that overhear the gateway’s transmission. The second term denotes

the energy consumption of the destination’s neighbors which overhear

the s = 0 packet and its ACK after successfully overhearing packet of

index s(> 0). The last term is the energy consumption for overhearing

the packet forwarded by a neighbor.

The total power consumption of all the nodes in MarketNet1.0 can
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be written as

PMNet−v1=pcs,tot +
EtxMNet−v1 + ErxMNet−v1 + EohMNet−v1

tint
. (4.35)

As in the analysis of MHDP energy consumption, PMNet−v1 is directly

related with tsleep due to pcs,tot and εtx,one. The weight for εtx,one in

MarketNet1.0 is lower than that of MHDP, since MarketNet1.0 works

independently from the number of nodes and its relaying occurs only

when the gateway’s transmission fails. The low transmission overhead

allows MarketNet1.0 to consume much lower energy with a large sleep

interval, especially in large scale LLNs, compared to other multi-hop

protocols.

4.5 Simulation Results

Based on our mathematical analysis, we now move on to performance

evaluation of MarketNet1.0 and MHDP through simulation. Specifi-

cally, we developed an event-driven simulator that considers real chan-

nel environments according to the path loss model of Eq. (4.6) which

is suitable for indoor environments [78]. Simulation results help us

observe the performance of competitive schemes in terms of latency,

packet delivery ratio, and power consumption for a large network size

which is not easy for experimental tests.

We configured a simulation environment similar to [70]. We as-

sume that each low-power node uses a transmission power of 0 dBm
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Figure 4.5: Simulation network topology of 100 nodes.

(i.e., the maximum transmission power of CC2420), while the gate-

way in MarketNet1.0 uses 17 dBm as a WiFi transceiver [75]. Our

feasibility analysis presented in Section 4.2 shows that these trans-

mission power settings allow each node to have transmission ranges

of ∼58 meters and the gateway to have a range of ∼191 meters. As

we show in Figure 4.5, we randomly deploy 100 nodes in a circular

area with a radius of 191 meters and locate the gateway at the center,

which is depicted as a red dotted circle. Considering that we apply the

offset quadrature phase-shift keying (O-QPSK) modulation of IEEE

802.15.4 [73], we obtain the BER as

BER (γ)=
8

15
× 1

16
×

16∑
k−2

(−1)k

16

k

 exp

(
20

(
1

k
− 1

)
γ

)
. (4.36)
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We set ptx=70mW3, prx=78mW, pcs=30mW, and pidle=3.7mW fol-

lowing the CC2420 specification [58].

We assume that the channel sensing range is the same as the

transmission range, do not consider the capture effect. As a result, a

hidden-node collision always results in a packet reception error. Based

on an extensive set of experiments, we configure each node to have

a FIFO buffer size of 10 packets and a maximum of 10 transmission

attempts for each packet delivery (i.e., ntx = 10). Since we target

downward traffic, the gateway generates a packet toward a randomly

chosen destination every 15 sec. Each simulation runs for 4 hours.

In Figure 4.5, the same mark represents the same hop distance

from the gateway. Assuming that each node in MHDP knows its

neighbor nodes and their depth from the gateway, it selects a neighbor

with the minimum depth as its parent node. The gateway has the

topology information and an ideal routing path to each destination.

Each node is assumed to have routing information for each destination

in advance without incurring any control overhead.

4.5.1 Latency

Figure 4.6 plots average packet delivery latency observed by varying

the sleep interval. Here, the horizontally dotted red line indicates the

inter-packet-interval (IPI) of 15 sec. As expected, infrequent wakeup

naturally results in increased delivery latency. MarketNet1.0 achieves

3ptx is the total power consumption of a node in transmit mode.
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Figure 4.6: Latency vs. sleep interval.

significantly lower latency than MHDP as sleep interval increases.

This is mainly due to the fact that in MarketNet1.0, the higher trans-

mission power of the gateway leads to direct one hop delivery most

of the time, whereas the same packet delivery requires multiple hop

transmission in MHDP.

Furthermore, we notice that the performance gap between anal-

ysis and simulation is larger with the sleep interval in MHDP (es-

pecially when the latency becomes larger than IPI). This is because

our analysis has not incorporated contention and collision effects on

performance.

4.5.2 Packet Delivery Ratio

Packet delivery ratio is an important metric in many applications,

which is shown in Table 4.1. Although the analytical results show

that MHDP is on par with MarketNet1.0 in packet delivery perfor-

mance, our simulation results differ a bit from those of analysis. Deep
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2s 6s 10s 14s

MHDP (ana.) 10−5 10−5 10−5 10−5

MHDP (sim.) 0 0 0 3 · 10−2

MNet-v1 (ana.) 10−5 10−5 10−5 10−5

MNet-v1 (sim.) 0 0 0 0

Table 4.1: Packet delivery failure ratio vs. sleep interval

investigation on the simulation traces reveal that packet loss in MHDP

is higher than that in MarketNet1.0 when the sleep interval is large,

mainly due to the queueing loss. The queueing delay in MHDP results

in high packet latency as presented in Figure 4.6. Therefore, buffer

provisioning in MHDP is an important concern that MarketNet1.0

avoids by transmitting downward packets in one hop.

4.5.3 Power Consumption

In Figure 4.7, we show the average power consumption per node with

respect to the sleep interval. The power consumption of MHDP first

decreases and then increases with the sleep interval. This is caused

by the increased transmission burden from the sleep interval. In con-

trast, MarketNet1.0 consumes less power than MHDP, and its power

consumption continuously decreases with the sleep interval.

We break down the power consumption factors in detail using

Figure 4.8. As expected, power consumption for channel sensing in

MHDP and MarketNet1.0 decreases with the sleep interval. Regard-

ing other power consumption factors, the transmission power con-

sumption in MHDP increases with the sleep interval due to prolonged
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Figure 4.7: Power consumption vs. sleep interval.
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Figure 4.8: Detailed power consumption breakdown.

repetitive transmission. On the other hand, since MarketNet1.0 fin-

ishes its transmission mostly via single-hop (from the gateway), the

power consumption of the low-power nodes remain very low.

Lastly, we present the fairness in power consumption using the

Jain’s Fairness Index [70]

J (p) =

(
Ntot∑
i=1

pi

)2

Ntot

Ntot∑
i=1

p2i

, (4.37)
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Figure 4.9: Fairness in power consumption vs. sleep interval.

where pi is the power consumption of node i. In Figure 4.9, Market-

Net1.0 shows an overall fair performance compared to MHDP. This is

mainly because in a multi-hop network, the routing burden on nodes

that are closer to the gateway is unavoidably higher than that of

the other nodes distant from the gateway [34]. In MarketNet1.0,

fair power consumption can be achieved since the gateway covers the

whole network directly.

4.6 Testbed Experiments

4.6.1 Implementation and Environment Setting

We implemented MarketNet1.0 on top of RPL and LPL in TinyOS [18,

65]. Unlike the ideal (and unrealistic) MHDP, RPL requires control

overhead in finding routes and suffers from limited or outdated routing

information. Figure 4.10 summarizes some of the major modifications

made to the software stack of TinyOS. Specifically, we removed the

downlink route discovery procedures and downward routing table in
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Figure 4.10: MarketNet1.0 architecture.

the IP-support stack. This allows downward packets to be sent di-

rectly to the destination within the software stack.

Furthermore, we swap the parent table in RPL with a neighbor ta-

ble, since MarketNet1.0 uses neighbor information for local ACK ex-

change and neighbor forwarding. If a node with an inconsistent link is

added to the neighbor table, MarketNet1.0 experiences a large neigh-

bor forwarding overhead since local ACK exchange becomes difficult.

For efficient neighbor forwarding, each node adds a node to the neigh-

bor table only when its observed RSSI is higher than a pre-defined

threshold pr,th. The upward route loss problem, which is potentially

caused by the RSSI-based neighbor filtering in a low density network,

can be mitigated by activating the filtering process only when a node

has a proper parent node already. MarketNet1.0 adopts a cross layer

design approach in the sense that the link layer uses the routing layer

information to confirm whether the received packet’s destination is

one of its neighbors.
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Figure 4.11: Testbed topology map.

Figure 4.12: Left: MTM-CM3300MSP for the high-power gateway,
Right: Kmote for the low-power nodes.

Figure 4.11 shows the testbed topology map consisting of 20 nodes

and one gateway, marked with a star, in an office environment. For a

low power node, we use the same device as in Chapter 3. For the high

powered gateway, we use MTM-CM3300MSP [79], which is similar to

TelosB [56] but includes a 10 dB power amplifier as in Figure 4.12.

In our experiments, the high power gateway and common low-power

nodes use transmission power 10 dBm and -15 dBm, respectively,

with an antenna gain of 5 dB. To maintain both multi-hop uplink
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Figure 4.13: Testbed architecture.

routes and single hop downlink connectivity, the high power gateway

transmits a data packet with 10 dBm and other packets (e.g., routing

packets and ACKs) with -15 dBm. Given this testbed configuration,

the RPL implementation connects all the nodes in a maximum of

three hops. From empirical results, we set the threshod pr,th as -87

dBm when deciding to include a node into the neighbor table. Finally,

each node has a FIFO buffer size of 10 packets.

As we illustrate in Figure 4.13, each low power node is connected to

a PC via USB and sends log messages to the PC through the UART

back-channel. We gather the log messages from each PC through

ethernet to obtain various performance measurements and real-time

operation statuses. Furthermore, we remotely reprogram each node

through the UART and ethernet back-channels. The two connections

are only used for debugging and statistics gathering, and are not used
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for data communication between nodes. With this testbed architec-

ture, we obtain various performance metrics by allowing each node to

calculate its routing overhead, up/downward transmission overhead,

and duty cycle performance to be included in its log messages. Fur-

thermore, we piggyback routing path information such as hop distance

and end-to-end retransmissions in the application payload of each data

packet and configure each relay node to update the information.

4.6.2 Downward Traffic Scenario

As a first step in our testbed evaluation, we consider a downward

traffic scenario. We configure the gateway to generate packets to-

ward each destination at an interval of 75 sec (i.e., 3.75 sec from

the network’s perspective), and set the asynchronous sleep interval

of each node to 0.5 sec. To verify the effectiveness of each design

element in MarketNet1.0, we also evaluate the performance of two

variants of MarketNet1.0, termed as APNhp and APNhpsl. APNhp

includes the gateway’s high-power transmission, but does not allow

each node to participate in neighbor forwarding nor sleep after over-

hearing the gateway’s transmissions with s > 0. On the other hand,

APNhpsl includes the gateway’s high-power transmission and sleep-

after-overhearing mechanism, but does not use neighbor forwarding

of MarketNet1.0.

In Figure 4.14(a), we present the per-hour average PRR through-

out per day. During the day time, the PRR performance of RPL
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Figure 4.14: PRR performance of RPL, APNhp, APNhpsl, and Market-
Net1.0 for 19 hours (from 2AM to 9PM), where APNhp and APNhpsl

are variants of MarketNet1.0.

fluctuates due to the channel dynamics created by the movement of

people. We can observe that APNhp and APNhpsl are more vulnerable

to channel dynamics, and their PRR performances are fluctuating and

poorer compared to RPL. This reveals that only using a high transmis-

sion power gateway is not sufficient for achieving reliable downward

packet delivery in APNs. On the other hand, in MarketNet1.0, we

always observe not only the most stable but also highest PRR per-

formance among the competitive protocols mainly owing to the com-
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bination of high-power single-hop transmissions at the gateway and

local retransmissions at neighbor nodes of the packet’s destination.

This implies that the link instabilty due to channel dynamics signifi-

cantly impacts the performance of both multi-hop and high-powered

single-hop communications while this is not an issue in MarketNet1.0.

Figure 4.14(b) plots the PRR performance of each node for the

four protocols of our interest. The results show that APNhp and

APNhpsl significantly suffer from unfair PRR performance among the

nodes. By matching the results with the physical topology depicted

in Figure 4.11, we confirm that nodes experiencing very low PRR are

far from the gateway (e.g., nodes 18-20) or hidden behind obstacles

(e.g., node 11). This reveals that, in practice, high-powered single-hop

transmission is difficult to guarantee reliability for nodes placed at the

boundary of the transmission range. Lastly, MarketNet1.0 provides

better, more stable, and fairer PRR performance than the others by

overcoming both path loss and channel dynamics, which verifies that

neighbor forwarding in MarketNet1.0 is beneficial to maximizing the

strength of APNs and leads to reliable packet delivery.

We further focus on the duty cycle performance in Figures 4.15(a)-

4.15(c), which indirectly represents the nodes’ energy consumption.

First, Figure 4.15(b) shows that RPL’s duty cycle performance is sig-

nificantly unfair among nodes. The unbalanced transmission overhead

among nodes in RPL is unavoidable due to its multi-hop nature since

nodes near the gateway are asked to relay more packets compared
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Figure 4.15: Duty cycle performance of RPL, APNhp, APNhpsl, and
MarketNet1.0 for 19 hours (from 2AM to 9PM), where APNhp and
APNhpsl are variants of MarketNet1.0.
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to close-to-leaf nodes. Furthermore, RPL inherits the load balancing

problem [34], which worsens the unfair energy consumption among

nodes. From Figures 4.15(a) and 4.15(c), we can observe that the

duty cycle performance of RPL fluctuates in the time domain, which

becomes severe for the worst performing node. This is because RPL

requires a high number of retransmissions and control overhead for

achieving reliable packet delivery and route maintenance with fluctu-

ating links. Despite the effort, RPL fails to overcome link instability

as presented in Figure 4.14(a).

Interestingly, the results here reveal that APNhp consumes more

energy than RPL since each high-powered transmission triggers idle

listening at all nodes; leading to a waste of energy. On the other hand,

APNhpsl provides the lowest duty-cycle performance by allowing each

node to sleep after overhearing the gateway’s packet transmission with

s > 0 without idle listening. Lastly, we can see that the average

per-hour duty cycle performance of MarketNet1.0 is slightly lower

than that of RPL, and for the worst case, the differences become

far more prominent. This is because MarketNet1.0 provides low and

fair transmission overhead for nodes by allowing the gateway to take

most of transmission burden. Quantitatively, MarketNet1.0’s average

transmission overhead is only one third of RPL’s. For the worst-case

node, this gap increases by 1
18 . Compared to APNhpsl, MarketNet1.0

provides only slightly higher radio duty-cycles due to the neighbor

forwarding overhead. Given other performance metrics, we find this
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as a reasonable cost to pay.

From the experimental results in this section, we can confirm that,

while we can easily obtain the APN architecture in terms of hardware

configurations, its performance heavily depends on how the network

protocol is designed. MarketNet1.0 successfully takes the advantages

of an APN architecture and significantly improves the networking

performance over RPL.

4.6.3 Mixed Traffic Scenario

In most cases, even if downward traffic takes a major portion in net-

work traffic, some upward traffic coexists. For this, we vary the up-

ward traffic generation interval at each node from 100 sec to 300 sec

and adjust the downward traffic generation interval to vary between

100 sec and 300 sec. We test three cases of downward and upward

traffic generation intervals of [100 sec, 300 sec], [150 sec, 150 sec], and

[300 sec, 100 sec], respectively. We consider sleep intervals of 0.5, 2,

and 4 sec.

In Figure 4.16, we plot the PRRs for the three offered traffic cases.

While the performance details are different in each case, we notice that

the downward packet delivery performance in MarketNet1.0 is supe-

rior to that of RPL in all cases. For upward traffic, MarketNet1.0

is on par with RPL for short sleep intervals and shows slightly de-

creased performance with the sleep interval. This is mainly because

high power downward broadcast packets can be queued due to infre-
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Figure 4.16: Average PRR performance vs. sleep interval.

quent wakeups and this congestion causes packet loss at low power

nodes. MarketNet1.0 provides nearly perfect downward PRR regard-

less of traffic patterns, but its upward PRR decreases as the downward

traffic becomes dominant. Each high-powered transmission in Mar-

ketNet1.0 incurs wireless interference throughout the whole network,

which causes frequent packet collisions at low power nodes when the

network generates heavy downward traffic4.

In Figure 4.17, we note an interesting observation for the duty

4We consider improving upward packet delivery performance in APNs as part
of our future work.
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Figure 4.17: Duty cycle performance vs. sleep interval.

cycle of each node in both the average case and worst case. For all

the nine instances, the average duty cycle of MarketNet1.0 is lower

than that of RPL. The duty cycle observed from the worst case node

in MarketNet1.0 is significantly lower compared to that of RPL. This

implies that MarketNet1.0 has a significantly longer network lifetime

than RPL since the battery lifetime of the first dead node impacts the

usability of the entire system.

Next we turn our attention to the per-hour performance of the test

network. For this, we take the traffic case of [100 sec, 300 sec] with
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Figure 4.18: Per-hour average PRR performance for downward and
upward traffic.

the sleep interval of 0.5 sec and plot the PRR performance for each

hour in Figure 4.18. In Figure 4.18(a), MarketNet1.0 shows steady

downward performance over time. This result implies that the high

power transmission and local retransmission features of MarketNet1.0

help to achieve steady packet delivery performance despite the varying

channel condition throughout the day. For upward PRR performance

shown in Figure 4.18(b), RPL shows slightly higher PRR than Mar-

ketNet1.0. This is because RPL is optimized for data collection, and

downward routes are simply set as the reverse of upward routes.

Figure 4.19 shows the overhead for each packet transmission. The

overhead in MarketNet1.0 is significantly lower than that in RPL for

both downward and upward transmissions. The main reason for the

reduced upward transmission overhead is that RPL forces each node to

transmit destination advertise object (DAO) packets to the gateway

as a way of maintaining downward routes while MarketNet1.0 does
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(b) MarketNet1.0 transmission overhead

Figure 4.19: Per-hour average transmission overhead.
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Figure 4.20: Per-hour duty cycle performance.

not generate such control packets.

Lastly we observe the average per-hour duty cycle of each node

and that of the worst case node over time in Figure 4.20. When

combining the results of Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.20, we observe that

each node in MarketNet1.0 has a lower duty-cycle compared to RPL

under various traffic scenarios. Overall, our experimental results show

that in a real-world test environment MarketNet1.0 outperforms the

multi-hop routing protocol of RPL when reliable and energy efficient

delivery of downward packets is considered.
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Figure 4.21: Packet loss ratio of RPL and MarketNet1.0 for uplink and
downlink traffic. MarketNet1.0 shows a lower loss rate for downlink
traffic, while RPL outperforms on uplink packet delivery performance.

4.7 Market Deployment

For evaluating MarketNet1.0 in the market, we deploy nodes identi-

cally to our preliminary measurements in Chapter 3 (c.f., Figure 3.11).

Furthermore, we generate the same traffic pattern and select the same

set of networking parameters as in the preliminary measurements

(e.g. LPL sleep interval of 2 seconds). While experiments were not

performed simultaneously (i.e., 11AM-9PM on different days), which

could lead to inconsistent results due to potential interference from

other systems and differences in WiFi activities over different wireless

channels, we confirmed that for the three days of testing (e.g., one for

each system), the number of market customers were roughly similar.

Figure 4.21 presents the packet loss trends for downlink and up-

link traffic when using RPL- and MarketNet1.0-based networks for 10

hours (11AM - 9PM). For downlink, MarketNet1.0 outperforms RPL
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Figure 4.22: Transmission overhead of RPL and MarketNet1.0. Mar-
ketNet1.0 provides lower overhead by suppressing DAO messages and
multihop forwarding.

mainly due to the fact that RPL, to begin with, was not designed to

provide optimized downwards routes. Rather, RPL typically achieves

downwards routing using the reverse of the upwards routes, despite

the asymmetry of wireless links [80]. In RPL, the routes are adjusted

only by the children nodes; thus, if the parent experiences severe

downlink packet loss, it takes a while for the parent to inform chil-

dren of its status. Furthermore, control packet losses further delay

these route updates. Thus, RPL results in high packet loss when fo-

cusing more on downwards traffic than upwards traffic in dynamic

channel environments. On the other hand, MarketNet1.0 uses higher

power for downlink transmissions and local retransmissions to assure

the reliability as well as to support two-hop nodes.

Nevertheless, for uplink, RPL outperforms MarketNet1.0 despite

MarketNet1.0 constructing uplink routes using RPL. This is due to
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Figure 4.23: Duty-cycle of RPL and MarketNet1.0. MarketNet1.0
improves duty-cycle performance due to lower transmission overhead.

the interference caused by the high-power downward transmissions in

MarketNet1.0. Specifically, uplink packets face communication chal-

lenges from the root’s downwards transmissions, leading to high Mar-

ketNet1.0 packet loss. Nodes distant from the root are more signif-

icantly affected by this interference since they are outside the root’s

clear channel assessment (CCA) range. Unfortunately, this cannot

be resolved by simply provisioning new upward routes since the high-

power transmission covers the entire network.

Figures 4.22(a) and 4.22(b) plot the per hour routing overhead

of each low-power node and their average transmission overhead at

the IP layer, respectively. From Figure 4.22(a) we notice that the

routing overhead of MarketNet1.0 is approximately 52% lower than

RPL. While MarketNet1.0 uses RPL for its upwards routes, we see

this reduction due to the fact that MarketNet1.0 suppresses desti-

nation advertisement object (DAO) messages, which are periodically
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issued at each non-root node to initiate downwards RPL routes. Fur-

thermore, Figure 4.22(b), where we present a breakdown of packet

transmissions, shows that MarketNet1.0 results in lower transmission

overhead by removing multi-hop forwarding for downwards transmis-

sions and minimizing route control packets.

Finally, Figure 4.23 shows the distribution of duty-cycle of each

node, including the total radio-on time not only for its transmissions

but also for reception, overhearing, and LPL idle listening. It shows

that MarketNet1.0 achieves a lower duty-cycle than RPL (i.e., 30%

lower on average, and 66% lower for the worst performing node), which

is due to the reduction in transmission overhead for each non-root

node.

Overall, our preliminary studies show that RPL- and MarketNet1.0-

based networks each possess their own advantages and disadvantages.

While RPL provides reliable upward performance, MarketNet1.0 oper-

ates exceptionally well for downwards traffic and improves the energy

consumption by reducing the transmission overhead. With these re-

sults in mind, we emphasize once again that our target application

asks for effective downwards traffic delivery. Nevertheless, it is also

important that upwards delivery is reliable, given that messages such

as rack status updates and application layer acknowledgments are

carried via upwards packets.
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4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we present MarketNet1.0 which comprises asymmet-

ric transmission power-based network architecture, neighbor forward-

ing, low power listening, and RPL-based uplink routing. In Market-

Net1.0’s asymmetric transmission power-based network, the gateway

node uses a strong transmission power to cover the entire network

in a single hop while common sensor nodes maintain low transmis-

sion power profiles and perform multi-hop upward transmission using

RPL. MarketNet1.0’s neighbor forwarding comprises sub-components

such as the gateways high-power transmission, packet overhearing by

neighbor nodes of a destination, local ACK exchange between a des-

tination and its neighbors, neighbor forwarding in the case of direct

transmission failure from the gateway, and contention mitigating be-

tween neighbors. Through mathematical analysis, extensive simu-

lation, empirical testbed experiments, and market deployments, we

confirm that MarketNet1.0 outperforms other competitive multi-hop

routing protocols with respect to downlink PRR, radio duty cycle,

and transmission overhead. On the other hand, we observed that

MarketNet1.0 provides lower uplink PRR than RPL since high power

root transmissions reduce spatial reuse for low-power uplink trans-

missions. Although our target application mainly requires reliable

downward packet delivery, improving uplink PRR is still valuable and

this motivates us to do further work described in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

MarketNet 2.0:

Network-wide Superframe

Architecture

5.1 Introduction

The lessons from Chapter 3 suggest that constructing a two-way multi-

hop network of symmetric transmission power links (with RPL) pro-

vides ‘reasonable’ performance for our target environment, but is not

ideal in terms of overhead and downwards packet delivery reliability.

On the other hand, design and performance evaluation of Market-

Net1.0 in Chapter 4 shows that an APN provides satisfactory down-

link performance, but fails in providing satisfactory uplink perfor-

mance due to lack of spatial reuse caused by the high-power root
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transmissions.

In order to compensate for the increased interference range of

the root, the APN should provide an end-to-end latency significantly

shorter than the one-hop latency of the homogeneous transmission

power-based network (HPN). Naturally, as the work in [70] also shows,

APNs reduce this latency by design. However, reducing the latency

to be below that of one-hop packet transmission latency of HPN is

non-trivial; thus, this suggests that we need to significantly redesign

and improve MarketNet1.0 to achieve reliable upward packet delivery.

Given these characteristics, in this chapter, we now design a more

suitable solution for our application. In doing so, we take the obser-

vation that our application heavily relies on satisfactory downwards

packet delivery performance (e.g., price updates). Therefore we bor-

row some of the concepts proposed in MarketNet1.0 in enabling APN-

based systems to design MarketNet2.0. Specifically, MarketNet2.0

puts RPL at its basis in order to provide end-to-end multi-hop IPv6

routing, but it is a complete re-design of RPL with the concept of

APNs that adopts the advantages of both RPL and MarketNet1.0. As

our results will later show, MarketNet2.0 enhances the performance

over both RPL and MarketNet1.0 in our target environment.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We describe

MarketNet2.0 design in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 presents the results

obtained from both testbed experiments and market deployments. We

summarize with a discussion of our results in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.1: Design elements of MarketNet2.0.

5.2 MarketNet2.0 System Design

The design elements of MarketNet2.0 is described in Figure 5.1, which

shows that, unlike MarketNet1.0, MarketNet2.0 exploits a network-

wide superframe architecture as its underlying link layer, rather than

LPL. Our intuition behind this design is that an APN can minimize

the end-to-end latency of downward packets by using the high trans-

mission power at the root to achieve not only single hop downwards

packet delivery (as MarketNet1.0) but also the network-wide time syn-

chronization in the time domain. Based on the time synchronization,

MarketNet2.0 allows all low-power nodes in the network net to wake

up and sleep their radios simultaneously and use a single superframe

(i.e., network-wide superframe).
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Compared to LPL, which requires half of the sleep interval, on

average, for one hop packet delivery (due to the uncertain neigh-

bors’ wake-up schedules), our superframe-based scheme significantly

reduces the packet delivery latency to only a packet length while re-

serving more time for upward packets and radio sleep. Furthermore,

the superframe dedicates and separates transmission periods for the

root and individual low-power nodes using time division duplex, which

protects low-power nodes from the root’s high power transmission in-

terference and provides spatial reuse. Lastly, the reduction in packet

transmission time allows nodes to maintain very short radio active

periods to improve their energy efficiency.

MarketNet2.0 uses the term “network-wide superframe” given that

it is noticeably different from the “cluster-wide superframes” in the

IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode. Specifically, since MarketNet2.0

uses a high transmission power root, the entire network is synchro-

nized into a single superframe without the need for multiple disjoint

cluster heads, and it requires only the root to transmit beacon mes-

sages for time synchronization. This allows individual nodes to share

a single superframe without any additional overhead. Furthermore,

unlike IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-enabled mode which requires microsec-

ond accuracy in time synchronization to provide slotted CSMA (each

slot length is 0.32ms), our superframe-based scheme requires only

millisecond-scale accuracy to detect the start of each superframe and

provides a simple way of synchronization.
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Figure 5.2: Superframe structure of MarketNet2.0. Downlink and
uplink transmission periods are designated using a beacon message
sent by the root.

5.2.1 Network-wide Superframe Architecture

This section describes MarketNet2.0’s superframe architecture in de-

tail, including the basic superframe operations, uplink period parti-

tioning, and initial synchronization.

Basic Operation

Figure 5.2 illustrates MarketNet2.0’s network-wide superframe struc-

ture. A superframe consists of an inactive period and an active period,

where the active period is further divided into the beacon, downlink,

and uplink periods. At the start of a beacon period, the root broad-

casts a regular beacon frame with high transmission power, which

contains three types of information: (1) A beacon timer which is the

time interval until the next regular beacon transmission (i.e., start
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of the next superframe), (2) next downlink period duration, and (3)

next uplink period duration.

A non-root node wakes up just before the start of the agreed

upon beacon period and receives the next incoming (expected) beacon

frame. Using the information in the beacon, a non-root node config-

ures its downlink, uplink and idle durations. Given that these event

times are controlled centrally at a single point, a positive side effect

is that the duty-cycle (and in turn the lifetime) can be easily esti-

mated and controlled at the central server. Furthermore, although

the downlink period starts directly after the beacon reception, the

periodic nature of the beacon interval allows the non-root nodes to

wake up accurately at a level of reasonable synchronization, despite

missing several beacon messages. While many time synchronization

schemes exist (e.g. FTSP [81]), we take a simple approach since our

application requirements are at millisecond-level accuracy.

When nodes enter the downlink period, only the root is allowed

to transmit. All other nodes simply receive packets and transmit

ACKs when required in between transmissions. Our current design

of MarketNet2.0 makes multiple unicast IPv6 packet transmissions

to individual nodes from the root instead of transmitting batches of

downwards messages via multicast. We take such a design choice due

to three reasons. First, we try to reduce the implementation complex-

ity at the low-power non-root nodes (e.g., avoid complex multicast

addressing). Second, unicast message transmission would mean that
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the entire network is idle except the destination node that transmits

its ACK packet for the downwards message; therefore, minimizing

the contention during ACK transmissions and avoids ACK-explosion.

Third, the aggregation of price update messages can cause additional

latency at the central server. Nevertheless, we foresee the issue of

aggregating messages and making multicast transmissions as an in-

teresting future work.

MarketNet2.0 includes a best-effort retransmission scheme to in-

crease the reliability of data delivery using a predefined maximum

number of retransmissions. In APNs, while the root’s transmission

successfully reaches the destination, the ACK cannot reach the root

over single-hop. To provide reliable delivery in such cases, Market-

Net2.0 utilizes “local ACK packets” rather than end-to-end ACKs,

and borrows the neighbor forwarding scheme in MarketNet1.0 [70].

Specifically, neighbor nodes of the destination confirm the downward

packet delivery on behalf of the root by overhearing both the data and

ACK packets. If an ACK is not overheard, neighboring nodes locally

retransmit the overheard downlink packet to the destination during

the following uplink period. Once the downlink duration ends, the

uplink period starts for its pre-defined duration (as specified in the

beacon) so that low-power nodes can send their messages or perform

neighbor forwarding. Following this, the superframe specifies an idle

period for the nodes to turn off their radios until the next beacon

reception.
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Uplink Period Partitioning

Unlike the beacon-enabled mode in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard which

requires each cluster head to have an independent superframe dura-

tion (i.e., wake-up at different times) for mitigating inter-cluster in-

terference [73], MarketNet2.0 allows all low-power nodes to share a

single superframe since it has a root enabled to cover the entire target

area using high-power transmissions. This naturally brings reduced

implementation complexity and a common wake-up schedule for mes-

sages such as RPL control messages. However, such operations can

cause congestion as multiple nodes compete for channel access within

a limited uplink duration.

To alleviate this problem, as Figure 5.2 shows, we partition the up-

link period into several sub-periods so that each is just long enough

to transmit one packet assuming a maximum IEEE 802.15.4 frame

length. The intuition behind this partitioning is to combine the ben-

efits of CSMA with a TDMA-based approach. Specifically, a node

that intends to send packets selects a sub-period (at random) and

suppresses its packets unless they are at the beginning of this sub-

period and its CCA succeeds. This constraint helps reduce the num-

ber of contenders on the channel [82]. Furthermore, MarketNet2.0

uses priority-based random backoff as a function of the queue occu-

pancy to allow congested nodes to utilize relatively more sub-periods

in the uplink period.
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Figure 5.3: An example of MarketNet2.0’s initial synchronization pro-
cedure. The root broadcasts sync beacons in the inactive period for
new (unsynchronized) nodes to join the superframe architecture.

Initial Synchronization

While the method above is effective once the entire network is syn-

chronized, there are a couple more considerations to make when the

network is not fully synchronized or when a new node joins the system.

Failing to do so will cause a node to continuously miss the beacons

that advertise transmission schedules.

To this end, as we show in Figure 5.3, an unsynchronized node

wakes up periodically and monitors the wireless medium, similar to

LPL operations. In the mean time, during the idle times in the afore-

mentioned superframe while the low-power nodes are sleeping, the

root broadcasts sync beacons continuously, which contains only the

start time of the next regular beacon. Once an unsynchronized or

newly joined node hears this message, it also enters radio sleep mode

until the next beacon interval. This scheme allows nodes to maintain
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their low-power sleep cycles while quickly joining the synchronized

network. To achieve reliable sync beacon delivery, we set the initial

sleep interval of unsynchronized nodes to be much smaller than the

superframe interval. This allows new nodes to put multiple efforts for

picking up the sync beacon message, resulting in robust synchroniza-

tion under dynamic link conditions.

Lastly, the high-power root does not transmit a sync beacon for

every inactive period but only at a larger periodical intervals (e.g., 100

superframe intervals). This prevents the procedure from monopolizing

the wireless medium. Since all nodes in each network use a single

superframe and the sync-beacon occupies the channel only shortly,

MarketNet2.0 can construct a larger network consisting of multiple

roots.

5.2.2 IPv6 and Routing Layers in MarketNet2.0

Neighbor Forwarding Suppression

From the preliminary evaluations of MarketNet1.0, we noticed that

even when a destination node successfully receives a downward packet

from the root, the ACK delivery towards its neighbors could fail due

to natural link dynamics, such as external channel noise in our envi-

ronment (Figure 3.5). This unreliable ACK delivery results in unnec-

essary local packet retransmissions, which lowers the nodes’ energy

efficiency. The unnecessary local retransmission also comes from high

node densities, since each node has many neighbor nodes.
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Since inefficient neighbor forwarding causes uplink period con-

tention, MarketNet2.0 implements a scheme where a destination’s

neighbor node will probabilistically suppress downward packet for-

warding based on the expected number of neighbors of the destination

node. Assuming that we aim to deliver a missing downward packet to

the destination with N neighbors with a successful delivery probabil-

ity denoted as Psucc, each neighbor node suppresses its transmissions

with probability of Psupp, determined by

Psupp = (1− Psucc)α/N (5.1)

where α is a predefined parameter which balances reliability and trans-

mission overhead. With increasing α, each node aggressively partici-

pates in neighbor forwarding, which impacts the reliability positively

(more retransmissions) at first, and negatively (more packet drops

due to congestion) after some point. This neighbor retransmission

suppression allows for best-effort downlink packet delivery with min-

imal traffic overhead in dynamic channel conditions. To distribute

the neighbor count N to the neighboring nodes, we include this in-

formation in the routing beacon messages used for multihop routing

(as an optional field in the RPL DODAG Information Object (DIO)

messages).
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Figure 5.4: DIO transmission interval vs. DIO transmission counter
for RPL and MarketNet2.0

DIO Transmission Interval Adjustment

RPL uses DIO messages for route advertisement to construct mult-

ihop routes to the root, and the trickle timer is used to control the

DIO transmission interval [18, 83]. This allows RPL to achieve both

low overhead and fast route recovery. For this purpose, the trickle

timer initializes the DIO interval to be small, and doubles the timer

after each DIO transmission until a maximum value (e.g., 256 msec

and 262 sec in TinyRPL, respectively [68]) is reached.

However in MarketNet2.0, if the DIO transmission interval is smaller

than the superframe interval, severe contention can occur during the

uplink period, given that multiple DIOs can be stacked at the packet

queue during the inactive period. Through our preliminary studies,

we observed that MarketNet2.0 suffers from DIO collisions during the

initial phases since all nodes transmit DIOs at the minimum interval

when joining the network. To overcome this issue, we configure the

initial DIO transmission interval as the superframe interval in Mar-
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Figure 5.5: Topology map of indoor 30-node testbed with a snapshot
of RPL’s routing paths.

ketNet2.0. Figure 5.4 plots the DIO transmission interval of RPL and

MarketNet2.0 as DIO transmissions continue. This cross-layer ap-

proach allows MarketNet2.0 to quickly construct and recover its base

routing topology without causing congestion from DIO transmissions.

5.3 System Evaluation

We now present empirical evaluations of MarketNet2.0 using an indoor

testbed and a market environment as in Chapter 3.

5.3.1 Testbed Evaluations

Figure 5.5 presents the topology of our testbed where a total of 31

nodes were deployed on a single floor office with one node acting as

the root of the network, resulting in a 4-hop network. Using this

testbed, we first present results for the packet loss rate, duty-cycle
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and networking overhead for varying sleep intervals.

In this experiment, we generate periodic uplink packets (from the

low-power nodes to the root) at an interval of 450 seconds, while send-

ing downlink packets (from the root to low-power nodes) at an interval

of 90 seconds (i.e., traffic rate of 3 seconds/packet at the root). We

select such a balance between the two types of traffic based on an

interview with market mangers. Furthermore, for RPL and Market-

Net1.0, we vary the sleep intervals of the underlying LPL operations

to be 0.5, 1, 2 and 2.5 seconds so that the LPL interval is below the

traffic rate of 3 seconds/packet at the root. We empirically set α = 2

for MarketNet2.0 to minimize transmission overhead while providing

reliable downward packet delivery.

We use a superframe interval of 6 seconds for MarketNet2.0, and

the downlink and uplink transmission durations are configured to be

90 and 120 msec, respectively, allowing for a steady 5.79 seconds of

radio off time per superframe interval. We select these values for two

major reasons. First, our goal was to achieve at least 3 months lifetime

for our price tags on two AA batteries based on the interviews with

the market managers. Given that a typical AA battery has a capacity

of 900 mAh, and calculating for ∼60 mW of active power consumption

on our nodes, our target duty-cycle was 3.5% or lower. Secondly, from

our literature survey which suggested a price update throughput of

over 5000 messages per hour [6], our target downlink throughput is

100 packets per minute. This requires for at least a 90 msec downlink
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Figure 5.6: Loss-rate and radio duty-cycle results from the testbed
for varying sleep intervals and MarketNet2.0. MarketNet2.0 provides
the lowest networking overhead and duty-cycles.

period each 6 seconds. The uplink period duration was configured

to allow sufficient time for forwarding the given uplink traffic (for all

low-power nodes) over multiple hops.

As a result, as Figure 5.6(c) shows, this configuration leads to

achieving a radio duty-cycle of 3.5% for all low-power nodes in Market-

Net2.0. In contrast, the radio duty-cycles of RPL and MarketNet1.0

converge at a higher value due to the transmission inefficiency and

networking overhead (Figure 5.6(d)) while maintaining the same level
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Figure 5.7: Loss-rate and duty-cycle results from the testbed for vary-
ing uplink and downlink traffic interval patterns. MarketNet2.0 shows
the lowest packet loss and duty-cycles.

of reliability as MarketNet2.0. If we configure the LPL sleep interval

of RPL and MarketNet1.0 higher hoping to improve the duty-cycle,

nodes would not be able to handle the given traffic and the duty-cycle

will further increase. We note that MarketNet2.0’s superframe archi-

tecture allows us to further adjust its radio duty-cycle with respect to

the energy consumption of the e-price tags’ sensors and display units

to match the target lifetime.

We can see from Figures 5.6(a) and 5.6(b) that MarketNet2.0
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shows reduced uplink packet loss ratios compared to the other two

protocols. Especially, compared to MarketNet1.0, we noticed that the

explicit separation of uplink and downlink packets allows the upwards

packet delivery performance to match that of RPL. Given that RPL is

used as its basis, this is the most ideal performance for MarketNet2.0.

On a different perspective, we vary the uplink and downlink traf-

fic intervals (i.e., [90sec, 450sec], [150sec, 150sec] and [450sec, 90sec]),

while maintaining an LPL sleep interval of 2 seconds. Under such

conditions, Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show that the performance of

MarketNet2.0 takes the best of RPL and MarketNet1.0 for both up-

link and downlink traffic. The benefits of reduced radio duty-cycle

also holds in this experiment as we plot in Figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d).

Figure 5.7(d) plots the normalized duty-cycles of RPL and Market-

Net1.0 against the duty-cycle of MarketNet2.0. In many cases, the

duty-cycle of MarketNet2.0 outperforms others by two-fold.

Finally, on the testbed, we examine the impact of utilizing up-

link partitioning (c.f., Section 5.2.1) using Figures 5.8(a) and 5.8(b).

Here, we compare the performance of MarketNet2.0 with and with-

out uplink partitioning. These experiments were performed during

the night-time to focus solely on the effect of congestion. The results

show that uplink partitioning improves both link layer ETX and up-

link packet delivery performance. The improvement becomes more

significant with increasing uplink traffic, which confirms that our up-

link partitioning scheme reduces packet collisions by designating slots
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Figure 5.8: Impact of uplink partitioning. Uplink partitioning mini-
mizes both the per-link ETX and packet loss ratios for uplink traffic
by separating transmission slots.

for the nodes’ transmissions.

Overall the results from the testbed suggest that MarketNet2.0,

on an operational perspective, successfully addresses the performance

limitations of RPL and MarketNet1.0.

5.3.2 Market Deployments

For evaluating MarketNet2.0 in the market, we deploy nodes iden-

tically to our preliminary measurements in Section 3.3 (c.f., Fig-

ure 3.11). Furthermore, we select the same set of networking pa-

rameters as in the testbed experiments (e.g. LPL sleep interval of

2 seconds). While experiments were not performed simultaneously

(i.e., 11AM-9PM on different days), which could lead to inconsistent

results due to potential interference from other systems and differences

in WiFi activities over different wireless channels, we confirmed that
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Figure 5.9: Network performance over 10-hour period for RPL, Mar-
ketNet1.0 and MarketNet2.0 in the market environment. While the
real market environment introduces an additional level of fluctuation
over time, the performance trends of MarketNet2.0 match our testbed
results.

for the three days of testing (e.g., one for each system), the number

of market customers were roughly similar.

We first present the packet loss ratio for uplink and downlink traf-

fic in Figures 5.9(a) and 5.9(b), respectively. We noticed that Market-

Net2.0 maintains reliable (< 1%) downlink packet delivery regardless

of the number of customers during the day, as MarketNet1.0 does.

In contrast, the downlink performance of RPL fluctuates mostly due
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to dynamic channel conditions during busy times, especially due to

human activities. During these periods, link qualities may change

frequently, but RPL’s route changes cannot keep pace with the link

fluctuations. Therefore, even if a RPL node changes its route with

respect to the fluctuations, without frequent DAO updates, the par-

ent node is unaware of changes, leading to non-optimal path selection

and packet losses for downward traffic. On the other hand, uplink per-

formances of all three protocols vary as time passes due to unstable

low-power links in dynamic environments as discussed in Section 3.2,

where MarketNet1.0 provides the worst performance.

Specifically, the main reason behind the slightly better perfor-

mance of RPL in some cases compared to MarketNet2.0 is owing to

LPL used under RPL. A link layer transmission of LPL involves a

set of repetitive transmissions for a sleep interval, which produces

a dense retransmission effect. With retransmissions at the link and

LPL layers, RPL holds a higher chance of delivering packets in dy-

namic channel conditions. Furthermore, since RPL also uses DAO

messages to determine link qualities, it has a higher chance of select-

ing higher quality links compared to MarketNet1.0 and MarketNet2.0.

Nevertheless, Figure 5.9(c) shows that MarketNet2.0 achieves the low-

est duty-cycle by sacrificing such retransmissions and removing DAO

overhead (as plotted in Figure 5.9(d)).

We analyze the performance of high power transmissions in Mar-

ketNet2.0 using Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b). Firstly, high power
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Figure 5.10: Downlink PRR of MarketNet2.0 with and without neigh-
bor forwarding scheme. Neighbor forwarding significantly improves
reliability when transmission of high power root suffers from link dy-
namics or path loss.

root successfully transmits 95% of downwards packets via single hop.

However, direct downward transmissions suffer from unfair reliability

among nodes due to different path loss, which leads to 93.23% of loss

rate for the worst node (i.e., node 25) as shown in Figure 5.10(a).

Furthermore, Figure 5.10(b) shows that link dynamics impact the

performance of high power transmission, which causes unstable relia-

bility in the time domain. These observations confirm that neighbor

forwarding (i.e., local retransmission) is necessary to achieve reliable

downward packet delivery in MarketNet2.0.

We now look deep into the performance of the three protocols,

especially on the packet transmission perspective at the low-power

nodes using Figure 5.11(a). The number of DIO packets used to main-

tain the base multihop topology is almost identical, implying that the

overall network stability of the systems is similar despite testing them
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Figure 5.11: Transmission overhead and duty-cycle fairness in the
market for RPL, MarketNet1.0 and MarketNet2.0. The reduction in
transmission overhead is due to the suppression of DAO transmissions
and packet forwarding for downwards delivery. Furthermore, Mar-
ketNet2.0 shows a fair duty-cycle performance among the deployed
nodes.

on three different days. By suppressing DAO transmissions, Market-

Net1.0 and MarketNet2.0 successfully reduce the traffic overhead on

low-power nodes. Furthermore, MarketNet1.0 and MarketNet2.0 al-

lows low-power nodes to forward downlink packets only when they

detect failure of high-power transmissions, which noticeably reduces

the frequency of downward forwarding.

Lastly, Figure 5.11(b) plots the Jain’s Fairness Index for the radio

duty-cycle of low-power nodes in the network. We see that the use

of superframes and synchronized wake-ups lead the nodes in Market-

Net2.0 to achieve a fair duty-cycle. On the other hand, the multihop

packet forwarding participation forces RPL to show the lowest fair-

ness in terms of duty-cycle distribution among nodes. The low and fair

duty-cycle of MarketNet2.0 synchronizes the lifetime of all low-power
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nodes. It also minimizes the need for irregular human intervention,

compared to RPL and MarketNet1.0, where some nodes deplete their

batteries earlier than the others.

Comprehensively, our evaluations show that the performance of

MarketNet2.0 takes the positive ends of both RPL and MarketNet1.0

in several ways. Compared to RPL, MarketNet2.0 significantly im-

proves downlink performance with much lower transmission overhead.

Compared to MarketNet1.0, MarketNet2.0 provides greatly improved

uplink performance. Most importantly, MarketNet2.0’s network-wide

synchronization allows nodes to enjoy a longer and fairer lifetime.

In our evaluations, we compare MarketNet2.0 with RPL because,

given that is considered to be the de-facto standard IPv6 routing

protocol for low-power and lossy networks. As alternative compar-

isons, recently proposed networking protocols such as ORPL [84] or

LWB [85] can also be considered. Nevertheless, ORPL in which nodes

in the network “anycast” messages through the RPL DODAG, the

fairness between the nodes and routing overhead cannot outperform

RPL. Moreover, the anycast overhead of ORPL can lead to sacrificing

the radio duty-cycle for improved packet delivery performance over

RPL. As for LWB in which the Glossy protocol [86] is used as it ba-

sis, we believe it could potentially be a candidate protocol that can

be compared to MarketNet2.0 to see their respective advantages and

disadvantages. We leave this as an interesting future work.
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5.4 Non-technical but Practical Lessons

This work includes lots of experiments in a real-world urban market-

place. This section presents some non-technical, but practical lessons

that we have learned from the real-world deployment experiences.

First, we need to be very talkative with market staffs to be friendly

with them. A supermarket has many staffs each of whom covers

several shelves, thus we frequently met them. However, most of them

were not familiar with our wireless devices and initially thought that

we were tapping. To do experiments in markets, we must persuade

the staffs and get along with them.

Second, we need to be sincere customers for the targeted market.

That is, we should continuously buy products and eat food in the

targeted market. This behavior can show that we are not free riders

and make the market staffs more kind to us.

Third, given that urban markets are extremely crowded, we must

protect our precious devices from curious children customers to save

time and money. Cleaners working in markets also possibly throw

away the unfamiliar devices. In practice, during our experiments, we

lost one sensor mote and one laptop.

Lastly, since this work is not part of an official project but a self-

motivated work, we were required to find a marketplace where we

would do our experiments, by ourselves. We privately contacted mar-

ket managers and got approval. Thus, if we consider a real-world
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experiment, we have to build up a proper ‘social ’ network to find

an experiment field before starting our main work, i.e., design of a

‘wireless’ network.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we present MarketNet2.0 which improves Market-

Net1.0. Given that MarketNet1.0 suffers from uplink PRR degra-

dation due to lack of spatial reuse, we replace LPL, asynchronous

low-power link layer protocol of MarketNet1.0, with network-wide su-

perframe architecture, which maintain other design elements. Our

key idea is to use high power root transmission for network-wide time

synchronization as well as single hop downlink packet delivery. Based

on the time synchronization, we allow all nodes in the network to

share a single superframe in which low-power nodes’ transmission

and high power root transmission are separated in the time domain,

which improves uplink PRR. We evaluate the performance of RPL,

MarketNet1.0, and MarketNet2.0 through both indoor testbed exper-

iments and crowded market deployments. Our results reveal that

MarketNet2.0 can achieve the best performance among the compet-

itive networks. Specifically, MarketNet2.0 provides similar downlink

PRR to MarketNet1.0 (better than RPL), similar uplink PRR to RPL

(bettern than MarketNet1.0) , and the lowest radio duty-cycle with

perfect duty-cycle fairness. Through this extensive performance eval-
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uation, we verify that MarketNet2.0 is suitable to support our target

application, wireless and remote reconfiguration of e-price tags, by

overcoming environmental challenges in urban crowded markets and

fulfilling major application requirements.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Research Contributions

For over a decade, many wireless systems have been designed to au-

tomate routine tasks that were previously performed manually. Our

work builds on past works by showing how low-power wireless systems

can help improve a busy market environment using electronic, wire-

lessly reconfigurable price tags. This work started with a critical ex-

amination of existing networking architectures that could potentially

be used for such applications. We performed experiments to gather

empirical data and gauge how real-world wireless environments im-

pact their performance. Furthermore, we present MarketNet, which

addresses the challenges of the application and environments, then

evaluate MarketNet through a deployment in an actual market. We

envision that by addressing additional systematic and deployment-
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specific challenges, and combining such experiences with the Market-

Net network architecture, we will be able to enhance MarketNet ’s

practical utility in busy market environments.

On a network perspective, the key points of our work are in propos-

ing the use of asymmetric (heterogeneous) transmission power to

achieve both (1) downlink reliability and (2) low-power end devices

for battery operation. In other words, if we increase the transmission

power of the end devices to form a single-hop topology, this would

sacrifice the nodes’ energy efficiency. On the other hand, reducing the

root’s transmission power and forming a symmetric multi-hop topol-

ogy, would reduce the downlink reliability as in the RPL experiments.

Our goal is to achieve the best of both worlds, given the constraints

introduced from our devices and the application itself.

Although MarketNet ’s target application is e-price tagging sys-

tem, we see that our work on asymmetric transmission power-based

networks will bring new perspectives in designing sensing systems for

various application domains: with low cost radio modules and reduc-

tion in hardware development costs, the assumption of ubiquitously

using homogeneous transmission power-based networks may not be

the most efficient design choice anymore. Below are several applica-

tions which can take advantage of the MarketNet architecture.

• Wireless Reprogramming:

• Emergency Message Broadcasting: Various applications are
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designed to alert inhabitants in a target environment where emer-

gency situations arise [87]. To achieve rapid delivery of emergency

messages, flooding can be employed which requires all nodes par-

ticipate in forwarding [81, 16]. The resultant multi-hop latency,

coupled with duty cycling of nodes to conserve energy can degrade

overall system performance [88, 89]. APN provides an efficient al-

ternative for propagating alert messages.

• Mobile Applications: With emerging cyber physical systems

(CPS) and the Internet of Things (IoT), mobility becomes an in-

tegral part of the low-power wireless networks. These applica-

tions include robotic networks and military-related sensing appli-

cations. While various network protocols have been proposed and

designed, frequent loss of link connectivity due to node mobility

makes the bi-directional route establishment challenging [90]. In

APNs, mobile nodes need to keep their routing entries only to-

wards the gateway, since downward transmissions are completed

using a high-power single-hop link.

6.2 Further Research Direction

The purpose of this work was to propose a suitable networking solution

for e-price tagging applications given their system-level requirements.

We emphasize that we have no intention to claim that our solution is

complete, but rather a step towards building a better solution. We
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summarize some interesting future research directions below.

• Scalability: There is always a possibility that a single root and

its associated APN cannot cover the entire market environment as

a single network. In such cases, the use of multiple roots, inter-

connected in a tiered architecture would be more suitable [11]. In

such cases, each root can use a orthogonal superframe with other

root nodes either in the time or frequency domain to avoid interfer-

ence. MarketNet allows for this extension to take place easily, but

the exploration of practical and systematic issues regarding such

deployments is left as future work.

• Node Density: Although we test the performance of MarketNet

using 30 nodes, in practice, price tags are more densely deployed

in urban markets. (e.g., +10k tags in our test field). MarketNet

addresses this challenge using its uplink period partitioning and

neighbor forwarding suppression. Moreover, a wireless module pos-

sibly covers multiple e-price tags in a row or even an entire rack by

connecting them with wired communication. While we explore the

initial steps to form a networked system for the market environ-

ment, at-scale testing an how we can resolve any systematic issues

in the deployments remains as an important next step of research.

• Uplink Performance Enhancement: Although this work aims

to provide reliable downlink performance, improvement of uplink

performance is also valuable future work. To this end, we may ex-
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ploit the high power root transmission and/or more advanced rout-

ing metrics such as cETX (which considers spatiotemporal correla-

tion) [91] to find better upward routes with lower control overhead.

Furthermore, given that MarketNet synchronizes all nodes in the

time domain, design of resource (time slot) scheduling mechanism

for uplink transmissions can improve reliability with further energy

saving [92].

• Transport Protocol: While MarketNet achieves 99.9% and 98.3%

data delivery reliability for downlink and uplink traffic (98.7% and

93.8% for the worst nodes), respectively, for some markets, this is

still the best effort approach and may not be enough. For guaran-

teed reliable transport, standard TCP or other reliable protocols

such as RCRT [93] can be employed on top of MarketNet to com-

plete the price updating procedures.

• Node Placement: Optimally provisioning an e-price tag network

given a store layout by performing offline analysis and then placing

the devices would be an interesting direction for future research as

well. While we do not explore this direction in the scope of this

work, we conjecture that this will be a challenging approach given

the dynamics of the wireless environment within the market.

• E-price Tag Implementation: Although we focus on providing

a proper network architecture to support e-price tag system, im-

plementation of e-price tags is still an interesting and important
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future work. To this end, we need to combine a low power wireless

module with a low power display module. Furthermore, we need to

consider how to make each e-price tag sense the rack status where

it is deployed. Using weight or infrared ray sensors may be one of

possible approaches.
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초    록 

 
대규모 마켓의 가격표 업데이트는 단순하고 반복적인 작업이지만, 여

전히 대부분의 마켓에서 수동으로 이루어지고 있다. 수동 가격표 업데이

트는 잦은 직원들의 실수로 인한 소비자들의 불만과 카운터의 계산 오류

를 야기하므로, 상기 업데이트 과정을 자동화하면 많은 이익을 창출할 

수 있다. 한편, 최근 전자 잉크와 같은 저전력 디스플레이 기술이 발전하

면서 전자 무선 가격표 업데이트 서비스의 실현 가능성이 높아졌다. 본 

논문에서 우리는 상기 전자 무선 가격표 업데이트 서비스를 위한 네트워

크 아키텍쳐를 제안하고 테스트한다. 우리는 먼저 실제 마켓에서의 예비 

실험들을 통해, 현존하는 네트워크 프로토콜들이 바쁜 마켓 환경에서 발

생하는 독특한 문제들을 극복하지 못하고, 낮은 성능을 보인다는 것을 

밝힌다. 우리는 상기 실험들을 통해 기술적인 도전과제들을 확인하고, 장

애물과 인구가 많은 환경에서 하향링크 위주의 트래픽을 전송하기에 적

합한 비대칭 전송 전력 기반 시스템인 MarketNet을 제안하여 상기 도전

과제들을 해결한다. 우리는 하루에 5000명 이상의 손님이 방문하는 실내 

마켓 환경에서 MarketNet의 성능을 평가한다. 상기 성능 평가의 결과들

은 MarketNet이 타깃 환경(장애물이 많고 붐비는 마켓)에서 타깃 응용 분

야(전자 무선 가격표 업데이트)를 적절히 지원할 수 있을 뿐만 아니라, 

RPL과 LPL과 같은 기존 프로토콜들보다 현저히 높은 패킷 전송률과 낮

은 듀티사이클을 제공한다는 것을 보여준다.  

 

주요어 : 가격표, 사물인터넷, 라우팅 프로토콜, 무선 센서 네트워크, 
저전력 손실 네트워크, IPv6 
학   번 : 2011-30227 
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